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1. INTRODUCTION 
A finite group K such that K = K’ and K/O(K) is quasisimple is said to be 
2-quasisimple. A subnormal 2-quasisimple subgroup of a finite group G is 
called a 2-component of G and a subnormal quasisimple subgroup of a finite 
group G is said to be a component of G. If G is a finite group, let Y(G) 
denote the set of ali 2-components of all centralizers of all involutions of G 
and let B(G) denote the subgroup of G generated by all 2-components of G 
that are not quasisimple. Also, a quasisimple subgroup A such that C,(A) is 
tightly embedded in G, N,(A) = N&C,(A)) and [A,Ag] # I for each g E G 
is said to be a standard subgroup of G and J(G) denotes the Schur 
multiplier of G. 
Let .Y be a set of finite simple groups. If K is a 2-quasisimple group and 
K/Z*(K) is isomorphic to an element of ST, then we shall say that K is of 
X-type. A finite simple group G is said to be a K-group if G is isomorphic 
to one of the currently known simple groups. Thus the simple groups 
described in [22, Sect. 17.11 and in [6, Table l] are K-groups. Also, for each 
prime integer p, let Urea(p) denote the set of simple Chevally groups 
(including the “twisted” types) over all finite fields of characteristic p (e.g., 
as listed in /22, Sect. 17.1]). Note that Chev(3) includes the simple Ree 
groups 2G2(32”+ ’ ) for all positive integers n and specifically excludes 
*G,(3)’ z PSL(2,8). Also Bombieri in [8] has recently shown that a simple 
group of “Ree Type” must be isomorphic to 2G2(32n+‘) for some positive 
integer n. 
In order to render the results of this paper as self contained as possible, we 
construct the following inductive setting. For this construction, we require 
three definitions. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let ST be a set of finite simple groups and let G be a 
finite group. Then G is said to be properly F-complete if for every proper 
section N of G with F*(N) simple and with some element of p(N) of ST- 
type, it follows that F*(N) E ST. 
DEFINITION 2. A finite simple group X is said to be a blowup of a 
simple group Y if X has an automorphism a of order 2 such that C,(a) 
possesses a 2component L with L/Z*(L) z Y. 
DEFINITION 3. For any set St of K-groups, define the closure of Sr to 
be the minimal set ,!?’ of finite simple groups containing fl such that 
whenever YE ,Y and X is a K-group and a blowup of Y, then X E 9. We 
denote the closure of R by Cl(y). Clearly, every element of Cl(F) is a K- 
group. Also a set jT of K-groups such that Cl(F) = Sr is said to be closed. 
As usual, if R is a set of K-groups, then Cl(y) is closed. Note also that 
if .F and g are closed sets of K-groups and F G g’, then every properly .i”- 
complete finite group is also properly jT-complete. 
All groups in this article are finite. Our notation and terminology are 
fairly standard and tend to follow the notation and terminology of [22, 41, 
391. In particular, we shall use the notation of [6] for the sporadic groups 
that we mention. 
Next, we need to discuss some properties of K-groups that are related to 
the concepts just defined. 
PROPOSITION 1. The following conditions hold: 
(a) CI(Chev( p)) = Chev(p)for all odd primes p # 3, 5, 7 or 17; 
(b) Cl(Chev(17)) = Chev(l7)u (J,}; 
(c) Cl(Chev(7)) = Chev(7) U {PSL(3,4”)ln = 2” and m 2 0) U 
{HJ, He, Sz, ON}; 
(d) Cl(Chev(S))=Chev(5)U{A,,+,~n>3}U(PSL(2,4”), PSL(3,4”), 
PSU(3,4”) 1 n = 2” and m > 0) U {M,,, J,, HJ, Ly, He, Sz, ON, Co,}; and 
(e) Cl(Chev(3)) = Chev(3) U {AZ,, 1 n > 4) U (G,(2”), PSp(4, 2’9, 
PSL(4,2”), PSU(4,2”)/n=2” and m> l}U(PSL(5,2”), PSU(5,2”)ln = 2” 
and m > 0) U (MC, HS, Co,, F,}. 
The simple groups PSL(2, p”) play a pivotal role for us. In this vein we 
have: 
PROPOSITION 2. Cl(Chev(p)) = Cl({PSL(2, p”) / n > 1 }) for all odd 
primes p > 5. 
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However, if p = 3, the situation is more complicated because the group 
PSL(2, 3) is solvable. In order to describe Cl({PSL(2, 3”)ln 2 2}), we set 
Chev,(3) = Chev(3) - (PSL(3,3) PSU(3,3), G,(3)1. We then have: 
PROPOSITION 3. Cl({PSL(2,3”ln> 2)) = Chev,(3) U {A,,ln>4} U 
(PSp(4,2”), PSL(4,2”), PSU(4,2”) 1 n = 2” and m 2 I} U {PSL(S, 2’7, 
PSU(5,2”) / n = 2” and m > 0) U {MC, HS, F, ). 
Propositions 1, 2 and 3 are proved in Lemma 3.2. 
For every odd prime p 2 5, set .Y-( p) = CI({PSL(Z, p”) / n > 11) and set 
573) = Cl({PSL(2,3”) 1 n > 2)). Clearly X(3) < Cl(Chev(3)). 
Our first main theorem gives a sufficient condition in terms of the proper 
subgroup structure of a finite group G for F*(G) to belong toST(p). 
THEOREM I. Let G be a finite group and iet p be a fixed odd prime. 
Assume that the following three conditions hold: 
(a) F*(G) is simple; 
(b) G is properly ;T( p)-complete; and 
(c) for some involution t of G, H = C,(t) possesses a 2-component L 
with L/O(L) z PSL(2, p”) f or some integer n > 1 such that Cn(L/U(L)) has 
cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups. 
Then F*(G) E X(p), 
The Unbalanced Group Conjecture and the B(G)-conjecture have played a 
fundamental role in the work of many authors on classifying all finite simple 
groups over the last decade (cf. [23, Sect, 1.3; 26, Sect. 1; 27; 54; 2, 
Theorem 1; 19; 201). For completeness we state: 
DEFINITION 4. A finite group G is said to be unbalanced if G contains 
an involution t such that O(C,(t)) Q G(G). 
The Unbalanced Group Conjecture: If G is a finite unbalanced group with 
I;*(G) simple, then F*(G) z A,, with n odd and n > 7, F*(G) E Chev(p) for 
some odd prime p, F*(G) z He or F*(G) z PSL(3,4). 
The B(G)-Conjecture: If T is a 2-subgroup of the finite group G, then 
~(~&‘I) < B(G)- 
Note that the Unbalanced Group Conjecture implies the ~(G~-Conjecture 
(Corollary 3.1.2) and the Unbalanced Group Conjecture is equivalent o a 
“classification” of all unbalanced groups (Lemma 2.10). 
In order to state the remaining three principal results of this paper, we 
introduce notation for two special sets of simple groups related to presently 
open standard subgroup problems: 
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X(3) = {PSL(4,3), PSU(4,3), PSp(4,3), PO(7,3), 
PJa(8,3, l), P,Q(8,3, -l)} and X*(3) = X(3) U (PSL(3,3), 
PSU(3, 3), G,(3)}. 
We also need to introduce two hypotheses: 
HYPOTHESIS 8. Let G be a finite group that satisfies the following five 
conditions: 
(a) F*(G) is simple; 
(b) all sections of G (including G) satisfi the Unbalanced Group 
Conjecture; 
(c) G is properly F(3)-complete; 
(d) G contains a standard subgroup of X(3)-type; and 
(e) if K E 9(G) and K is of.F(3)-type, then K is of X(3)-type or 
K~U(K) z PSL(2,3”) with n & {2,4}. 
Under these conditions, F*(G) E R(3). 
HYPOTHESIS ~9". Let G be a finite group that satisfies the following five 
conditions : 
(a) F*(G) is simple; 
(b) all sections of G (including G) satisfy the Unbalanced Group 
Conjecture; 
(c) G is properly Cl(Chev(3))-complete; 
(d) G contains a standard subgroup of p(3)-type; and 
(e) if K f 9(G) and K is of CI(Chev(3))-type, then K is of x*(3)- 
type or K/U(K) g PSL(2,3”) with n E (2,4}. 
Under these conditions, F*(G) E Cl(Chev(3)). 
In this paper, we shall reduce a proof of the Unbalanced Group and B(G)- 
Conjectures to the verification of Hypothesis 8. However, it may turn out to 
be easier to verify Hypothesis B* than hypothesis B since PSL(4,3) and 
PSU(4,3) are blowups of FSL(3,3) and PSU(3,3), respectively, and these 
latter two groups are included in X*(3) but not in X(3). Consequently, we 
prove: 
THEOREM 2. Assusme Hypothesis t9 or hypothesis 8”. Then the 
UnbaIanced Group Conjecture and the I-Conjecture hold for all finite 
groups. 
We also inductively caracterize the families Cl(Chev(p)) for all odd 
primes p and F(3) = Cl(PSL(2,3”)ln >, 2)). 
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THEOREM 3. Let p be an arbitrary odd prime integer and assume 
Hypothesis 8 or Hypothesis 8”. If p # 3, let 5? = Cl(Chev(p)) and ifp = 3, 
let 5’ = Cl(Chev(3)) tf Hypothesis t?* holds and let 59 = sT(3) tf Hypothesis 
0 holds. Suppose that G is a finite group such that F*(G)-simple and P(G) 
contains an element of Y-type. Then F*(G) E .Y. 
In proving these two theorems, we utilize the following intermediate results 
which makes more explicit our inductive approach to the above two results: 
THEOREM 4. Let p be an arbitrary odd prime integer and let 52 = jr( p) 
or let y = Cl(Chev(3)) tfp = 3. Suppose that the)nite group G satisfies the 
following four conditions: 
(a) F*(G) is simple; 
(b) all sections of G (including G) satisfy the Unbalanced Group 
Conjecture; 
(c) Y(G) contains an element of Y-type; and 
(d) all sections of G (including G) satisfv Hypothesis 0 if Y =X(3) 
and Hypothesis 8* if Y = Cl(Chev(3)). 
Then F*(G) E 25’. 
After Feit and Thompson completed their celebrated ground-breaking 
proof of the conjecture that all finite groups of odd order are solvable and 
Thompson completed a monumental characterization of finite simple groups 
all of whose local subgroups are solvable, various investigators began to 
study the classification of finite simple groups in terms of 2-local subgroups 
(esp. centralizers of involutions) and Sylow 2-subgroups as suggested by 
earlier work of Brauer, Fowler and Suzuki. From this work, it became 
apparent that the analysis of the cores of the centralizers of involutions of 
finite simple groups is of fundamental importance. (cf. [23, Sect. 1 I). (This 
general problem of cores of centralizers of involutions is closely related to 
the notion of 2-signalizers of Thompson.) Utilizing methods, ideas and 
results of Bender, Feit, Glauberman, Goldschmidt, and Thompson, 
Gorenstein defined and studied signalizer functors and Gorenstein and 
Walter, jointly, developed the signalizer functor method in order to study the 
cores of centralizers of involutions in finite groups (cf. [23, 26, 271). The 
concept of balanced (and unbalanced) finite groups and the Unbalanced 
Group Conjecture originates from this joint work of Gorenstein and Walter 
(cf. [26, Definition 1 and Lemma 2; 23, Sect. 1.31). Also in [27], Gorenstein 
and Walter studied the problem of proving that 2-components of centralizers 
of involutions in core-free finite groups are quasisimple and derived 
conditions that imply that there is an involution centralizer in “standard 
form” in a finite simple group of component type. The fundamental results of 
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Aschbacher in [2,3] prove, among many other significant results, that, in a 
finite group G of component ype such that F*(G) is simple and all elements 
of Y(G) are quasisimple, that there is a standard subgroup. (This result of 
Aschbacher yields an excellent inductive approach to the ~lassi~cation of all 
finite simple groups of component ype under the assumption of quasisim- 
plicity of all 2-components of all centralizers of all involutions). In this 
context, Thompson formulated the B(G)-Conjecture, observed that the 
Unbalanced Group Conjecture implies the a-conjecture and focused 
attention on the Unbalanced Group Conjecture since work of Aschbacher, 
Goldschmidt, Gorenstein, Harada and Walter implies that there is an 
inductive approach to the Unbalanced Group Conjecture (cf. [54, Sect, 41). 
Recent research of several authors (cf. [54, 9, 20, 19, 3 I]) has concentrated 
on this approach to the Unbalanced Group Conjecture. 
Before discussing the outline of this paper, we repeat a definition from 
[39]. The results of [39], on intrinsic 2-components, are crucial to the main 
theorems of the present paper. If p is an odd prime integer, then a finite 2- 
quasisimple group H will be said to be of J(p)-type if it satisfies the 
following three conditions: 
(a) H/Z*(H) E Chev( p); 
(b) lZ*(H)I is even; and 
(c) if ~/Z*(~) is isomo~hic to PSL(2n, p’) or to PSLQz, p’) for 
positive integers n and r, then lZ*(H)l, = I~(H/Z*(H))~2, 
Also a finite group H such that H/O(H) 2 5X(2,3) will be said to be of 
J(3)-type. 
The bulk of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem I (Section 4). 
This result can be viewed as a technical result that inductively completes a 
classification of finite groups having a “standard 2-component” of 
PSL(2, q)-type, 
Then Theorem 4 is proved in Section 5. To describe this proof, let p, 59 
and G satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4 with G a counterexample of 
minimal order. Then, utilizing the partial ordering on the elements of Y(G) 
defined in [2, Sect. 1, Theorem 1; 3, Corollary III], Theorem 1 and the work 
of various authors on standard subgroups of F-type, it follows that every 
element of P(G) of F-type is of Chev(p)-type and G contains a standard 
subgroup A with an involution f such that CA(f) possesses a 2-component f 
of M( p)-type with I E J. Set H = C,(t). Then [39, Theorems 1 and 31 imply 
that K = (.F’(“)) is a single 2-component of H with J < K. Note that 
C,(A) < N,(K) and let r be an involution of C,(A). Thus J is a 2-component 
of C,(r) and it follows that K is of Chev~~)-type. However, t E K and hence 
K is not of -Icy( p)-type by [ 39, Theorem I]. This conflicts with the fact that J 
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is a 2-component of C,(r) of A( p)-type and our proof of Theorem 4 is com- 
plete. 
In Section 6, we observe that Theorems 2 and 3 are consequences of 
Theorems 1 and 4 and the work of various authors. Sections 2 and 3 contain 
various results that are required in the proofs of our main results. Some of 
these results are of independent interest. 
Our notation and terminology are fairly standard and tend to follow the 
notation and terminology of [22, 41, 391. In particular, simple groups are 
nonabelian and if G is a group, if X E G and if H < G, then T(X) denotes 
the set of involutions that belong to X, H max G signifies that H is a 
maximal subgroup of G, H char G signifies that H is a characteristic 
subgroup of G, r,(G) denotes the maximal sectional 2-rank of G, m,(G) 
denotes the maximal 2-rank of G and S(G) denotes the solvable radical of G. 
Also, if G = G’ and G is a finite group, then Cov(G) denotes a universal 
covering group of G. Note that if G is quasisimple, then Cov(G) E 
Cov(G/Z(G)), Aut(G/Z(G)) 2 Aut(Cov(G)) and Aut(G) is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Aut(G/Z(G)) that contains Inn(G/Z(G)), (cf. Lemma 2.6). 
Observe also that if T is a 2-subgroup of a finite group G, then L,,(N,#)) = 
JWCAT))~ WUT)) = WGV’N and WG”N = WXW 
The structure of M(G) for all finite simple K-groups G mentioned in this 
article can be found by consulting [ 13, Sect. 2; 28; 29; 46, Sect. 91; etc. 
Also, the structure of Aut(G) for all finite simple K-groups of G mentioned 
in this article can be found by consulting [6, Table 1; 13, Sect. 2; 39; 5; 47, 
Theorem 5.71, etc. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section, we present several lemmas that are required at various 
points in our proofs of Propositions l-3 and Theorems l-4. Some of these 
results are of independent interest. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let N be a normal subgroup of the group G. Then r2(G) ,< 
r2@‘) + r,(GIW. 
ProoJ Set G = G/N and let T be a 2-subgroup of G. Let (t, ,..., t,) be a 
minimal set of generators of Tn N, so that r < r*(N). Note that 
FE T/(TnN)} and let {c,(Tn N),..., c,(Tn N)} be a minimal set of 
generators of T/(Tn N)} where {cl1  < i < s) c T. Then s < r*(G/N) and 
(ti,.sill<j<r, l<r<s)=T. H ence r2(T) < r + s ,< r,(N) + R,(G/N) and 
the lemma holds. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a group with a non-trivial subgroup H of index 2 
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such that H = K, x K,for subgroups K, and K,. Assume that K, and K, are 
conjugate in G. Then the following four conditions hold: 
(a) there is an involution t E G - H such that K{ = K, and C*(t) = 
(k,k:]k,EK)rK,rK,; 
(b) ,W(G-H)=tC=tH; 
(c) K, and K, are homomorphic images of [H, t] and ]H, t] a G; and 
(d) K~xK~~~H,t]and~~,t~=~~andonly~K~=K~. 
Proof Let x E G - H. Then x2 = k, k, , where kt E K, for i = 1,2 and 
K-: = K,. Hence k; = k,, k; = k,, (k; lx)* = 1 and (a) holds with t = k; ‘x. 
Clearly ((j,j;‘l j, E K,), (j;fj21 j, E K,)) < [K t] <H and [K t] Sl 
(H, (t)) = G, so that (c) is clear. Assume that y = u, u2 t E .s’(G - H), where 
uiEKi for i= 1,2. Then l=y2=u,u2u~u~; hence u:=u;‘, uztu;‘= 
uzul t = y and (b) holds. Let x, y E K,. Then (x-‘x’, y-‘y’, (xy)(xy)-‘) < 
IK tl and hence (y-‘y’)(x-‘x’)(xy)(xy)-‘= y’x’(xy)-‘= [ y-1,x-‘1% 
[H, f]. Thus K; x K’, < [H, t] and K’, = K, implies [H, t] = H. Assume that 
K;#K,. Then, to prove that N# [H, t], it suffices to assume that 
K; = K; = 1. Thus H is abelian and we may also assume that H is an 
abelian p-group for some prime integer p. If p = 2, then clearly ]ci, t ] < H 
and if p is odd, then H = C&t) X [H, t] with CH(t)z K, # 1 by 122, 
Theorem 52.3). This completes the proof of this lemma. 
The next three results are stated without their elementary proofs. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a be an endomorphism of the group G such that 
a(g) E gZ(G) for all g E G. Then u is the identity on G’ and the function 
d: G -+ Z(G) defined by E(g) = g-‘ga for g E G is a group homomorphism. 
LEMMA 2.4. If H is a subgroup of the group G, then 
CG(H/Z(H)) < C,Wf. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let G be a group, let H be a characteristic subgroup of G 
and set 6= G/H. Then the following two conditions hold: 
(a) if a E Aut(G), then the function Or: G-+ G defined by 
a( gH) = a( g) H for all g E G is an isomorphism of c; and 
(b) the mapping a F+ 6 for a E Aut(G) is a homomorphism of Aut(G) 
into Aut(G). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let K be a quasisimple group. Then the following four 
conditions hold: 
(a) K is homomorphic image of Cov(K/Z(K)); 
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tb) CoW’-W)) is a universal covering group 0fK; 
(c) Aut(K) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(K/.Z(K)) that contains 
Inn(K/Z(K)); and 
(d) Aut(Cov(K/Z(K)) r Aut(K/Z(K)). 
Proof Clearly (a) and (b) are celebrated results of Schur (cf. 138, 
Corollary I.2 and Theorems 2 and 31). Then (c) and (d) follows from 138, 
Theorem 4 and Corollary 4.11, 
LEMMA 2.7. Let G be a group such that G = G’ and Z(G) = 1. Let 
z: H+ G be a (universal) covering group of G so that H’ = H and 
Ker(z) = Z(H). Let K be a subgroup of Z(H) such that K char H. Let 
y: H + H/K denote the natural epimorphism and let 6: H/K -+ G denote the 
unique homomorphism such that 7c = 6 o y. Then the following three 
conditions hold: 
(a) S is onto and Ker(G) = Z~H)/K = Z(H/K) char H/K, 
(b) (H/K)’ = H/K and y: H + H/K is a universal covering group of 
H/K; and 
(c) if5 Am(H) -+ Aut(G), 7: Aut(H) -+ Aut(H/K) and 6: Aut(H/K) -+ 
Aut(G) are the homomorphisms induced by x, y, 6 as in Lemma 2.5, then 
il= 6 0 y and ii, 7 and 6 are isomorph~sms. 
Proof: Clearly (a) holds and (H/K)’ = H/K. Since H is centrally closed 
by 138, Theorem 3(ii)] and H = H’, we have Cov(H)’ = H. Then 138, 
Corollary 1.2) implies (b). Clearly il= 80 7 and both 75 and jr are 
isomorphisms by [38, Theorem 4). Thus 6 is also an isomorphism and we 
are done. 
The next result is a consequence of [27, Proposition 2.91: 
LEMMA 2.8. Let K be a 2-quasisimple group. Then K is quasisimple if 
and on[v if [K, O(K)] = 1. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let X be a group, let a & ~(Aut(X)) and set s = X/Z*(X), 
Then C,(a) has a normal 2eomplement if and on& if C,-(a) has a normal 2- 
complement. 
Proof Suppose that Cda) has a normal 2complement. Then, since 
Cxtal/Cz~cx, (a) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Cda), it readily follows that 
C,(a) has a normal 2-complement. Assume that C*(a) has a normal 2- 
complement. Set x=X/O(X). Then Cz(a) = C,(a) and hence C,(a) has a 
normal 2-complement. Thus if suffices to assume that Z*(X) = Z(X) = 
O,(Z(X)). Let Y denote the inverse image in X of Cda) and let y E Y be of 
odd order. Then Y, = ( y, Z(X)) = ( y) X Z(X) is a-invariant, [Y, , a] < Z(X) 
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and O(Y,) = (.r). Consequently y E C,(a) and O*(Y) < O(C,(a)). Hence 
O’(F) = O*(Y) is of odd order, F has a normal 2-complement and we are 
done. 
LEMMA 2.10. The fol~o~}ing two stutements are equ~l~a~ent~ 
(a) if G is an unbalanced group such that F*(G) is simple, then F*(G) 
is isomorphic to A,, for some odd integer n > I, a Chevalley group over a 
field of odd order, He or to PSL(3,4); 
(b) if G is a group, ift E .7(G) and if O(C,(t)) contains a subgroup D 
with D 4 O(G), then there is a 2.component L of G such that ]L, D] = 
L = /L. t ] and LIZ*(L) is isomorphic to A, for some odd integer n > 7, a 
Chevalley group over a jield of odd order, He or to PSL(3,4). 
Proof Clearly (b) implies (a). Assume (a) and let t E Z(G) and 
D ,< O(C,(r)) be such that D 4 O(G). Since L = O”(LO(G)) = (LO(G))(a?), 
by induction we may assume that O(G) = 1. Hence ID, O,(G)] = 1 by (22, 
Theorem 5.3.41, ID. E(G)] # 1 and there is a (D x (t))-invariant component 
L of G such that ]L, D] = L by 12, Lemma 2.61. Set H = L(D x (t)). Then 
S(H) = C,(L) > Z(L). If t E S(H), then L aI C,(t) and [D, L] = 1. Thus 
t @ S(H) and [L, t] = L. Setting I? = H/S(H), we have F*(R) = EEL/Z(L), 
iE c?‘(g) and 1 #D< O(C,(o) by 127, Proposition 3.1 I]. Applying (a) to 
H now yields (b) and we are done. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let G be a group. Then the following four conditions are 
equivalent: 
(4 every section of G satisfies the 3(G)-conjecture; 
(b) for every section H of G and every j E S(H), B(C,(j)) < B(H); 
(c) for every section H of G and every 2-subgroup T of H, 
ILW,,(T)). W,(TNI G O(H); and 
(d) jbr every section H of G and every jE <Y(H), [L,,(C,(j)), 
O(C,&)) I< WO 
Proof. Clearly (a) implies (b) and (c) implies fd). Let K be a section of 
G and let I/ be a 2-subgroup of K. 
First, assuming (b), we shall prove that B(N,(V)) < B(K) by induction on 
VI. If V is not elementary abelian, then V contains a proper characteristic 
elementary subgroup U and ~(~~(~)) < B(N,(U)) < B(K). Suppose that Y 
is elementary abelian. Let U be a maximal subgroup of V and let L: E Y- U. 
Then B(N,(V)) = B(C,( V)) = B(C,(U) n C,(U)) < B(C,(U)) = ~(~~(~)) < 
B(K). Thus (b) and (a) are equivalent. Next assume (a). Noting that 
L,,W,U)) = BW,(V))W’V,(V)), we have l~%O-,df9)~ W,‘(V)1 = 
IB(N,( V)), O(N,( Y))] < O(B(N,(V))) < B(K). Set K = K/O(K). Then 
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WW)) 9 L,4Wf% by 13% Proposition 11, MYI = ~Kv% 
O(N,(v)) = O(N,-(F)) and L,,(N,-(~)) is quasisimple since O(E) = 1 and R 
satisfies the B(G)-conjecture. Thus [L,(N,-(~), O(NdF))] = 1 and 
[L2(NK( v)), O(N,( V))] < O(K). Consequently (a) implies (c). 
Finally, assume (d), let k E S-(K) and let J be a 2-component of C,(k) 
such that [J, O(J)] # 1 and J < E(K). Then [39, Lemma 2.191 implies that 
there is a k-invariant component L of E(K) such that J _aA C,(k). Then 
[J, O(J)] < O(K) by (d) and [J, O(J)] < O(K) n L n J < Z(L) n J < Z(J). 
Thus [.I, O(J)] = 1 by Lemma 24. This contradiction shows that (d) implies 
(a) and completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let G be a group such that G’ is qu~sisimple and 
G = G’(t) for some t E J’(G). Assume that C,(t) contains a 2-component L 
such that [L, O(L)] # 1. Set G= G/S(G). Then the following two conditions 
hold: 
(a) S(G) = C,(G’) = C,(G’/Z(G’)) and S(G) n G’ = Z(G’); and 
(b) tES’(G), F*(G)= f? = @ z G’/Z(G’) is simple, z is a 2- 
component of Cd0 and [E, O(z)] # 1. 
Proof Clearly Z(G’) = C,(G’) f? G’ < C,(G’) = C,(G’/Z(G’)) = S(G), 
j S(G)/‘.Z(G’)/ < 2, L < G’, O(G) = O(Z(G’)), F*(G) = G’ = (?’ r G’,‘Z(G’) 
is simple and E is a 2-component if Ci;i(q by 136, Proposition 1 f. Suppose 
that I E S(G). Then t E Z(G), L = G’ and we have a contradiction. Thus 
t‘E J’(G). Suppose that [z, O(E)] = 1 and let Y denote the inverse image of 
O(z) in G’. Then L stabilizes Y > Z(G’) > 1, O(L) < Y by [27, 
Proposition 3.111 and 1 Y/Z(G’)I is odd. Moreover Y = O,(Y) x O(Y), where 
O,(Y) = O,(G’). Th us L stabilizes O(Y) > O(G’) = O(Z(G’)) > 1. Since 
L = O”‘(L), [L, O(Y)] = 1 and hence [L, O(L)] = 1. This contradiction 
completes the proof of (a) and (b). 
The next result clearly follows from [39, Lemma 2.191. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let G be a group, let t E 5”(G) and let L be a perfect 2- 
component of C,(t) such that IL, O(L)] # 1 and L 4 B(G). Then there is a 
unique perfect component K of E(G) such that K = K’ = flu, t], L a a Cr.(t) 
and (t, L, K(t)) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.12. 
LEMMA 2.14. Let A be a standard subgroup of the group G. Then 
A 4 C,(t)& all t E S’(C,(A)). 
Proof: Let K= C,(A) and let t E s’(K). Then A < C,(t) S$ 
N,(K) = N,(A) since K is tightly embedded in G and N,(K) = N,(A), Thus 
A g Co(t) and we are done. 
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LEMMA 2.15. Let G be a group with O(G) = 1 and assume that G 
contains a standard subgroup A. Let R = C,(A). Then exactly one of the 
folio wing three conditions holds :
(a) A a G; 
(b) A < F*(G) and E*(G) is s~rnple~ 
(c) R = (t) fir some t E 3’(G), A is simple and F*(G) = H, x H, for 
distinct components H, and H, with H, = H’, z A and A = (h, h{ /h, E H,). 
ProoJ: Assume that conditions (a) and (b) do not hold. Set X= (AG) 
and apply 14, Lemma 2.5 J to conclude that R = (t} for some t E S(G), A is 
simple and X= H, x H, for distinct components H, and H, with 
H, = Hi z A and A = (h, hi [ h, E H). Since C,(X) < C,(A) = (t>, we 
conclude that X= F*(G) and we are done. 
In the next three results let 9 denote a set of finite simpie groups and let 
C be a group that is properly jir-compiete. 
LEMMA 2.16. Let N be a proper section af G, Iet t E 3’(N) and suppose 
that J is a 2-component of C,(t) of .F-type. Set M= [L,,(N), J]. Then 
M = (JL#) ) and exactly rme of the following two conditions holds: 
(a) M is a 2-component of N of Y-type, M’ = M and J aa CM(f); or 
fb) there is a 2-comp~~en~ K of N of Sr-type such that K # K’, 
M = KK’, J = C,W(t)gCO) and J/O(J) is a homomorphic image of K/~~K~. 
ProoJ: Clearly J < L,(N), J = J’ < j&&V), J] < (~~*“N)} < 
(L,,(N),JjJ< [L,,(N),J] and M= {JL2,(N)). By 139, Lemma 2.191, it 
suffices to assume that M is a 2-component of N with M’= M and 
3 a a C,(t). Set H = M(t) and R = H/S(H). Then 1 #j is a 2-component 
of C,-(t) by 136, Proposition If. Also S(H)R M = S(M) = Z*(M), 
M/Z*(M) z @ g fi, @ is simple and Z?=ii?(t>. Hence I;(R) = 1, 
F*(R)==&? and J4a C#(Q. If i= 1, then J=H and M is ofF-type. If 
i# 1, then It-i E .3 since G is properly Y-complete, M is of F-type and we 
are done, 
LEMMA 2,17, Let B E Y(G) be such that N,(B) contains an ~~~o~at~~~  
such that C*(t) contains a 2-component J of X-type. Then 3 is of F-type. 
Proo$ Set H =B(t) and g = H/S(H). Then fi = g{(i), j is a 2- -- 
component of C,(i), J a*3 C&, B/Z*(B) 2 B is simple, /H/B/ 6 2, 
F*(ff)=B, Z*(~)=~nS(~}~C~(~/U(~~)=S(H) and lS(H~/Z*(3)~~2, 
Clearly B is of X-type if igi < /Cl by the preceding Lemma. So suppose 
that lRl= G. Then S(H) = 1, H = G, B = F*(G) is simple and C,(B) = 1. 
Since IC,{I3)\ is even, this possibility does not occur and the proof is com- 
plete. 
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We can now immediately conclude: 
COROLLARY 2.17.1. Suppose also that every element of Y(G) is 
quasisimple. Assume that A, B are elements of 9(G) with A of F-type and 
A <* B where the relation <* on Y(G) is as defined in [2, Sect. I]. Then 
A < B, B is also of .F-type and there is an involution t E No(B) such that 
A slsi G(t) _~LI C,(t). 
We can now demonstrate: 
PROPOSITION 2.18. Let X be a set of finite simple groups. Let G be a 
finite group that satisfies the following four conditions: 
(a) F*(G) is simple; 
(b) G satisfies the B(G)-conjecture; 
(c) Y(G) contains a 2-component of K-type; and 
(d) G is properly .i”-complete. 
Then G contains a standard subgroup of jr-type or there is an odd prime 
integer p such that F*(G) E Chev( p). 
Proof Since O(G) = 1, every element of Y(G) is quasi-simple by (b). 
Let A E Y(G) be of maximal order amount those elements of P(G) that are 
of *F-type. Then Corollary 2.17.1 implies that the conclusion of [2, 
Corollary III] and the fact that ip(M,i) = 0 (cf. [6, Table I]) imply that 
F*(G) E Chev( p) for some odd prime integer p and we are done. 
LEMMA 2.19. Let G be a group that satisfies the following three 
conditions: 
(a) F*(G) is simple; 
(b) G satisfies the B(G)-conjecture; and 
(c) G contains a standard subgroup A such that A/Z(A) g PSL(3,4). 
Then F*(G) is isomorphic to PSL(3, 16), He, Sz or to ON. 
Proof Since C&F*(G)) = 1, we have A ( F*(G) by Lemma 2.15. Then 
13, Corollary II; 6, Table 1; 7, Theorem; 22, Theorem 5.4.10) and 
Lemma 3.1(a) imply that we may assume that C,(A) has cyclic Sylow 2- 
subgroups. If 1 Z(A)] is odd, then 148, Theorem] yields the result. If ]Z(A)] is 
even, then A is a standard subgroup of F*(G). Since every element of 
Y(F*(G)) is quasisimple, we may assume that G = F*(G). Then (45 ] 
completes the proof. 
Various properties of certain simple K-groups are derived in the rest of 
this section. 
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LEMMA 2.20. Let G = EC, for some positive integer n > 7 and set 
H = G’. Then the foliowing four conditions hold: 
(a) If = A,, and G z Aut(G) z Aut(H); 
(b) if t & S(G) and t fixes exacf& j syn~bo~s, then n -j is even, 
E(C,(t)} = L,,(C,(t)) % Aj ifj > 5 and L,,(C,(t)) = 1 ifj ,< 4; 
(c) if t E cl(G) and r*(C,(t)) < 3, then n = 7 and rZ(CH(t)) = 2 or 
n E (8. 9), t 6? H and r,(C,(t)) = 3; and 
(d) if t E :7(G) and n > 8, then C,,(t) does not have a normal 2- 
~o~npIeme?~t. 
ProoJ: Conditions (a) and (b) are well known, (cf. 147, Chap. I] or [49, 
Theorem 4.1 1). For (c) and (d), let t = (12)(34) ..I (2j- 1,2j) for some 
integer 1 < j < n/2. Suppose that r*(Ct,(t)) < 3. Then using Klein 4-groups, 
it is obvious that l<j<3. Ifj=l, then C,(t)zE+, and n-2<7. As 
rZ(EC,) = 2 and rt(EC,) = r,(C,) = 3, we are done in this case. If j = 2, then 
clearly n - 4 ,< 3, n = 7 and r,(C,(t)) = 2. Ifj= 3, then n - 6 < 3, n < 9 and 
it is easy to see that (c) holds in this case also. For (d), assume that n > 8 
and C,(t) has a normal 2-complement. Then n - 2j < 3 since A, does not 
have a normal 2complement. Hence j > 3 and it is clear that C,(t) contains 
a subgroup isomorphic to 2, 2 Z, z A, X 2,. As 1 C,(t) : C,(t)] = 2, it 
follows that C,(t) contains a subgroup isomorphic to A,, This contradiction 
completes our proof. 
LEMMA 2.21. Let X be a quasisimple group and let a E S(Aut(X)) be 
such that C,(a) possesses a 2-component. Set 8=X/Z(X). Then the 
~oilow~ng three conditions hold: 
(a) v X = Cov(M,,), then Z(X) = (t) fir a unique t & T(X); a acts 
as an inner or outer automorphism on x and Cx(a)‘“’ z A, ; 
(b) UX = Cov(ffJ), then Z(X) = (t)Jor a unique t E J’(X) and either 
a acts as an inner automorphism on x and C,(a)‘“c’ E A, or a acts as an 
outer automorphism on z and C,(a) z Z, x PSL(2,7); and 
(c) ifX = Cov(HS), then Z(X) = (t)j&r a unique t E S(X), a acts as 
an inner automorphism on X and F*(C,(a)) z Z, x A, or a acts as an outer 
automorphism and C,(a) s Z, x A,. 
ProoJ In all cases for X, we have Z(X) = (t) for some t E ,9’(X) and a 
acts as an inner or outer automorphism on .%? by [ 13, Sect. 221. 
Suppose that X = Cov(M,,). If a acts as an outer automorphism on 2, 
that C,(a) z Z, X A, by ] 17, Lemma 2.11. Suppose that a acts as an inner 
automorphism on X. Then we may assume that (r acts as a non-central 
involution on z and Cdcr) zz Z, x E:,. Then all involutions of ,Cdcz)’ 2 A, 
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are central involutions of x by [ 17, Lemma 2.11. Since the inverse images in 
X of all central involutions of x are 4-groups, by [ 17, Lemma 2.11, we have 
Cx(a)(“O) EA, and (a) holds. 
Suppose that X= Cov(HJ). If a acts as an outer automorphism on x, then 
[ 17, Lemma 2.21 implies that C,(a) z Z, x P&5(2, 7). Suppose that a is a 
non-central invlution of f. Then Cda) E E, X A, and the argument above 
utilizing [ 17, Lemma 2.21 yields (b). 
Finally suppose that X= Cov(HS). If a acts as an outer automorphism on 
x, then Cda) 2 Z, andC,(a) z Z, x A, by [33, l(Q)]. If a acts as an inner 
automorphism on f, then we may assume that a acts as a non-central 
involution of 2 and Cda) z Z, x Aut(A & by [6, Table 11. Then all 
involutions of Cda)’ z A, are central involutions of x. Since the inverse 
image in X of a central involution of 8 is a 4-group and of a non-central 
involution of d is cyclic of order 4 by [33, l(H)], (c) holds and we are 
done. 
LEMMA 2.22. Let q = p2” for some odd prime p and positive integer n 
and let G = SL(2, q). Assume that r E T(Aut(G)) induces a unitary 
automorphism on G. Then r is conjugate in Aut(G) to afield automorphism, 
C,(r) z SL(2, q1j2) and Z(C,(t)) = Z(G). 
Proof: Clearly C,(r) E SU((2, q’/‘) z SL(2, q112) and Z(C,(t)) = Z(G). 
Then [ 18, Sect. I] implies that r is conjugate in Aut(G) to a field 
automorphism and we are done. 
LEMMA 2.23. Let r = p” for some odd prime p and integer n 2 1, let 
G = PTL(2, r2) and let H = PSL(2, r’); thus G’ = H = G(*‘. Let 
u E S(G -H) be such that C,(u) g PGL(2, r) and let v E s’(G - (H(u))). 
Then the following four conditions hold: 
(a) H(v) z PGL(2, r2), S-(H(v)) = vH and ~(Huv) = 0; 
(b) Hu contains two H(u)-conjugacy classes of involutions that are 
interchanged by v; 
(c) if t E I, then Ch(t) z PGL(2, r), Ch(t)’ r PSL(2, r) and 
C,(C,(t)‘) = (t); and 
(d) 1 G: HC,(u)l = 2, (HC,(u))/H g Z,, and G = (HC,(u))(v). 
Proof: From [ 18, Sect. I], we obtain (a), (b) and the first two 
conclusions of (c). Note that G contains an element w such that 1 w] = 2n, 
H n (w) = 1, ( G : H( w)] = 2 and such that w acts as a field automorphism on 
H. Let uES’((w)), set K = H(w) and Y = C,(u). Then Yr PGL(2, r), 
Y’ r PSL(2, r), NH(Y’)= Y by [41, II, Satz 8.271 and NK(Y’)= 
NJY’)(w) = Y(w). Hence C,( Y’) = (u) and (c) follows. Also 
HC,(u) = H(w) by (b) and (d) follows. 
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LEMMA 2.24. Let r = p” for an odd prime p and integer n > 1. Let 
G = PTL(2, r) and H = PSL(2, r) = G’, let S-E Syl,(G) and let R = S n H. 
Then R 4 S, R is dihedral and the following six conditions hold: 
(a) there is an involution x E S -R such that R(x) is dihedral, 
If(x) 4 G, and R(x) 4 S; 
(b) tf n is odd, then S = R(x) and C,(R) = Z(R); 
(c) tf n is even, then ]R ] > 8 and there is an element w E S - R(x) 
such that (w]=n2, (w)nH(x)= 1, w acts as a field automorphism on H, 
R(w) max s = (R(w))(x), fl,W = (R(x)) Q,((w>), C,(w)’ St 1, C,,,(R) = 
WwN, and W4W)> = R(w); 
(d) if/R]>4 and (6) is the unique cyclic maximal subgroup of R, 
then R’ = (6*) < (R(x))’ = (6) = S’; 
(e) if n is even and w is as in (c), then C,(R) = Z(R) X ~,~{w}), 
(R(w))’ = R’, R contains exactly two conjugacy classes of non-central 
involutions on which S acts transitively and R(w) is the kernel of this degree 
2 permutation representation of S; and 
tf) r,(S) = mds> < 3. 
Proof. Clearly R is dihedral and (a) and (b) hold. Suppose that ] R / > 4. 
Then R’ = (52) < (R(x))’ = (6) and (d) follows from [25, IV, 
Lemma 2.2(v)] since S/R is abelian. Assume that n is even. Then, as in 125, 
IV, Lemma 2.21, there is an element w E (S - R(x)) having all of the 
properties mentioned in (c). Then C,(w) = R, is nonabelian and dihedral and 
hence C,(R r) = Z(R) x (w) > C,(R) and C,(R) = Z(R) x 0,((w)). Also 
with (6) as in (d), we have R = (6) R, and hence (R(w))’ = 
(R’, [(S), (w)]) = (?j2) and with y a non-central involution of R,, we have 
R = (6, Y>, R(w) = RC,(y), and (e) holds. Finally (f) is clear since 
S/(R(x)) is cyclic. 
LEMMA 2.25. Let r = p” for some odd prime p and integer n > 1. Let 
G = PTL(2, r*) and H = PSL(2, r’) = G’. Suppose that K is a subgroup of G 
such that H < K and K contains an involution that acts as a fteld 
automorphism on H. Let T E Syl,(K) and set R = Tf7 H. Then R (1 T and 
the following two conditions hold: 
(a) T- R contains an element v such that v acts as a field 
automorphism on H, (u} n R = 1, (R(v))’ = R’, fz,(R(u)) = R x Q,((v>), 
/ T: R(v)] < 2, C,(R) = Z(R) x R,((u)) = Z(R(u)) and C,(Q,((v))) = R(v); 
and 
(b) ifT#R(v>, then Z(T)=Z(R), T’= [R,a]foranyaE T-R(v), 
I” is the cyclic maximal subgroup of R and Z(R) x a,((~)) is the only 
elementary abelian subgroup E of T such that E (1 R,(T) and j E / > 2. 
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Proof: Let T < S E Syl(G) and choose x E T(S - R) and w E S - R(x) 
as in the preceding lemma. Let Tn (w) = (v). Clearly u # 1 and (a) holds. 
Suppose that T# R(v). Then Z(T) = Z(R) and for any a E T-R(u), [R, a] 
is the unique cyclic maximal subgroup of R. Clearly Z(R) x Q,((v)) (I T 
and if E u J?,(Z) with [El > 2 and E elementary abelian, then E < R(u), 
E < R x f2,((u)) and (b) holds. The proof of this lemma is now complete. 
LEMMA 2.26. Let r = p” for some odd prime p and integer n > 1, let 
G, E G, E PSL(2, r) and let (Inn(G,) x Inn(G,)) < H < Aut(G,) x Aut(G,). 
Also let WE Syl,(H) and let Ri = WA Inn(G,) for i= 1, 2. Then the 
following three conditions hold: 
(a) Ri(3 WandR,isdihedralfori=1,2; 
(b) C,(R, X R2) is elementary abelian; and 
(c) if 1 R, 1 > 4 and (Si> denotes the unique cyclic maximal subgroup of 
R, for i = 1,2, then (6:) x (6:) < W’ < (6,) x (6,). 
ProoJ Let Ci = C~(Inn(Gi)) F! H for i = 1,2 and let Y = C&R t x R,). 
Set G = G/C,. Then Y/(Y n C,) z YC,/C, = F< CF(~J, which is 
elementary abelian by Lemma 2.24. Thus W(Y) 4 C, n C, = 1 and (a) and 
(b) hold. Assuming the hypotheses of (c), we have(@) Q p = p < (6,) by 
Lemma 2.24. Thus (df)X (&)=R;XR;< W’<(C, X (6,))r?(C,X(6,)) = 
(6,) x (6,) and we are done. 
LEMMA 2.27. Let m be an integer with m > 2, let q = p” for some odd 
prime p and positive integer n and let G = FSL(2m, q) or G = PSlJ(2m, q j. 
Also let X= Cov(G), let a E ~~Aut(X)) and let Y be a 2-com~nent of 
C,(a). Then the following six conditions hold: 
(a) X’ = X, X/Z(X) g G and Aut(X) z Aut(G); 
(b) if G z PSL(2m, q), then X g SL(2m, q); 
(c) if Gr PSU(2 m, q), then Xg SU(2m, q) if (m, q) # (2,3) and 
X/O(X) E SU(4,3) and O(X) z Z, x Z, if (m, q) = (2,3); 
(d) O,(Z(X)) is cyclic and non-trivial; 
(e) Y is quasisimple and O,(Z(Y)) is cyclic; and 
(f) if Yn 0,(2(X)) # 1, then at least one of the following three 
conditions holds: 0) IZ(Yj12 = 2, (ii) m is even and Y/O(Y) z 
SL(m,q’)/O(SL(m, q’)), (iii) n is even, GzPSL(2m,q) and 
Y g SL(2m, q’j2) or Y z SU(2m, q”*). 
Proof Clearly (a) follows from Lemma 2.6 and (b)-(d) are contained in 
(39, Lemma 2.271. By [39, Lemma 2.181, we may assume that 
X = SL(2m, q) when G = PSL(2m, q) and X = SU(2m, q) when 
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G = PSU(2m, q). Then 139, Sects. 3A and 3C, Lemmas 4.27 and 4.29 and 
Remarks 4.28 and 4.301 yield (e) and (f). 
LEMMA 2.28. Let p be an odd prime, let m, n be positive integers and set 
q = p”. Let L be a 2-quasisimple group such that L/Z*(L) 2 PSU(2m, q). 
Suppose that a E <?“(Aut(L)) is such that C,(a) contains a 2-component J of 
rV( p)-type with 1 J f7 Z*(L)1 even. Then L is of A( p)-type. 
Proof By [ 39, Lemma 2.181, we may assume that O(L) = 1. If m is odd, 
then lZ(L)12 = 2 = I.H(L/Z(L)J, and L is of M( p)-type. Consequently we 
may assume that m is even. Set L= L/Z(L) and X = Cov(z). Clearly a 
induces a non-trivial automorphism of L. Also, Xz Cov(L) by Lemma 2.6 
and hence there is an epimorphism rr: X + L such that O(X) < Ker(n) < Z(X) 
and there is a unique /?E T(Aut(X)) such that a(x(x)) = @(k)) for all 
XE X by [38, Theorem 41. By [39, Lemma 2.181, C,(fI) contains a 2- 
component Y such that z(Y) = J. Note that n(Z(X)) = Z(L), O,(Z(Y)) is 
cyclic and non-trivial, Y and J are quasisimple, 71(2(Y)) = Z(J) and 
O,(Z(Y)) is cyclic by the previous lemma. Consequently O,(Z(J)) and 
Z(L) are cyclic 2-groups and R,(Jn Z(L)) = (u), where u is the unique 
involution of Z(L). Hence there are elements y E O,(Z(Y)) and 
x E O,(Z(X)) such that x( JJ) = u = n(x). Then x-‘y E O,(Ker(z)) < 
O,(Z(X)) and Y n O,(Z(X)) # 1. Let j be the unique involution of Z(X), so 
that j E Z(Y). Suppose that j E Ker(n). Then 1 # IZ(J)12 = Ix(Z(Y))I, < 
IW12 G I4Yh = L4Y/Z(r)>12 = I4JP(J))L and Lemma 2Wf3 
implies that J is not of J-(p)-type. This contradiction shows that 
j @ Ker(n), IZ(X)l, = IZ(L)I, and that L is of M( p)-type. 
LEMMA 2.29. Let q = p” for some odd prime p and positive integer n 
and let G = SL(4, q) or G = SU(4, q). Also let Q,(Z(G)) = (z), j E s’(G), 
a E 5’(Aut(G)) and set G = G/Z(G). Then the following four conditions 
hold: 
(a) j” = s’(G) - {z} and C,(j) p assesses subnormal subgroups J, and 
J, such that J, g J, z SL(2, q), [J,, J,] = 1 and by suitable indexing, we 
may assume that Z(J,) = (j) and Z(J,) = (jz); 
(b) tf L,,(Cda)) z PSL(2, q2) and a acts as a diagonal or inner 
automorphism on G, then C,(a)‘“O r SL(2, q2), Z(C,(a)‘a’) = (z) and there 
is an involution /3 E N,(C,(a)) such that p” =/?z, /3 acts as a $eld 
automorphism of order 2 on C,(a)‘“’ ifG = SL(4, q) and p acts as a unitary 
automorphism on C,(a)‘“’ tf G = SU(4, q); 
(c) if L,,(C,-(a)) E PSL(2, q2) an a acts as a graph automorphism d 
on G, then C,(a) = (z) x J where Jg PSL(2, q’) and there is an element 
481/68/l-14 
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0 E N,(C,(a)) - C,(a) such that /s?” & @Z(G) and Cda) = J@) is as given 
in [ 11, Appendix 1) ; and 
(d) if Cda) does not possess a 2-component of Chev(p)-type, then 
q = 3 and a acts as an inner automorphism on G induced by an involution of 
G or a acts as a graph ~utomorphism on G. 
Proof: Clearly 139, Sections 3A and 3C] yield (a) and (b). Assume that 
a is as in (c). Then C,(a) z SU(4, q, -1) r Z, x PSL(2,q’) by [39, 
Section 3D, Lemmas 4.27 and 4.29 and Remarks 4.28 and 4.301 and (c) 
follows from [ 11, Appendix 11. Finally, (d) follows from [39, Sections 
3A-3D and Lemmas 4.27 and 4.29 and Remarks 4.28 and 4.301. 
It is trivial to check the next result: 
LEMMA 2.30. Let F denote ~~eId with 3 elements and let G = SL(4, F}, 
where Z(G) = (-I) z 2,. Let z denote the transpose-inuerse ~utomorphism 
of G and let u denote the automorphism of G induced by conjugation by the 
diagonal matrix 
Also let 
A= (i -i), B= (-y i) and Y=(i i). 
Then p = -I and pU = -Y. 
Note, in the above, that C,(r) = X)(4,3, 1) is savable and, C,(W) = 
S0(4,3, --I) = (-I) x C,(tu), where C,(tu)’ E PSL(2,9) by [39, Sect. 3D 
and Remark 4.281. 
This lemma combined with [ 11, Appendix I] immediately ields: 
COROLLARY 2.30.1. With the notation as in the above lemma, let 
G = G/Z(G). Then Cdtu) E PGL(2,9), Cdru)’ = C,(ru) z PSL(2,9), 
I %t~ul/Cc&u)l = 2 nnd the inverse image in G of any involution of 
C&5u) - C,(ru) has order 4. 
3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1-3 
This section presents proofs of Propositions 1-3 and of several lemmas 
about large sets of K-groups that we require in our demonstrations of 
Theorems l-4. 
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Clearly, [39, Sects. 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D and Lemmas 4.19-4.27, 4.29, 
4.31-4.34 and Rermarks. 4.28 and 4.30; 18, Sect. l] imply: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a group such that F*(G) E Chev( p) for some odd 
prime p, let z E .7(G) and set H = C,(z). Then the following two conditions 
hold: 
(a) every 2-component of H is quasisimple and of Chev( p)-type; and 
(b) if H has a normal 2-complement, then F*(G) z PSL(2, pm) for 
some positive integer m with pm > 3. 
Now, the above lemma, [6, Table 11, Lemma 2.20 and [5 ] yield: 
COROLLARY 3.1.1. Let G be a group such that F*(G) is a simple K- 
group. Then all elements of p(G) are quasisimple. 
We can now also prove: 
COROLLARY 3.1.2. Let G be a group such that all sections of G satisfy 
the Unbalanced Group Conjecture. Then all sections of G satisfy the B(G)- 
conjecture. 
Proof Let H be a section of G and let t E s’(H) be such that Ch(t) 
possesses a 2-component L with [L, O(L)] # 1 and L <B(H). Then 
Lemma 2.13 yields a component M of E(H) such that M = M’ = [M, t], 
L qg CM(t) and (t, L, M(t)) satisfies the hypotheses and conclusions of 
Lemma 2.12. Then the Unbalanced Group Conjecture implies that M/Z(M) 
is a K-group and Corollary 3.1.1 yields a contradiction, to complete the 
proof. 
LEMMA 3.2. Propositions l-3 hold. 
Proof First suppose that p is an odd prime with p 2 5. We clearly 
have Cl( (PSL(2, p”) 1 n > I}) s Cl(Chev( p)). Also if X E Chev( p) - 
{PSL(2, p”) 1 n > l}, then [39, Lemma 5.21 implies that there is an 
involution t E X such that C*(t) contains a component J with t E J and 
J/Z(J) E {PSL(2, p”) ] n > 1 }. Consequently Chev( p) s Cl( (PSL(2, p”) ] 
n > 1 }) and Proposition 2 has been demonstrated. Since A, % PSL(2, 5) z 
PSL(2,4) and A, E PSL(2,9), Lemma 2.20 implies that {AZ,,+ 1/ n > 3) c 
Cl(Chev(5)) and {A,, 1 n > 4) c Cl({PSL(Z, 3”) ] n > 2)) c Cl(Chev(3)). The 
remaining “exceptional isomorphisms” are: PSL(2, 7) z PSL(3,2), 
PSp(4, 2) z E,, G,(2)’ 2 PSU(3, 3), A, r PSL(4,2), PSp(4,3) z PSU(4,2) 
and ‘G,(3)’ z PSL(2,8). Then [5; 6, Table 1 and Lemmas 2.20 and 3.11 
yield (a) and (b) of Proposition 1. Also, these same references, utilizing 
appropriate “exceptional isomorphisms” yield the rest of Proposition 1. As 
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above, all elements of Chev(3) over a field of more than three elements and 
all elements of X(3) lie in 9 = Cl({PSL(2,3”) ( n > 2}) by [39, 
Sects. 3A-3D]. Moreover, then it immediately follows from [39, 
Sects. 3A-3D] that all of the classical linear groups in Chev,(3) lie in 5“. 
Then [39, Lemmas 4.194.263 imply Chev,(3) E 9 and Proposition 3 
readily follows. 
Clearly Lemma 3.1(b), [ 18, Sect. 11, Lemma 2.20, [5; 6, Table l] yield: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let p be an odd prime, let G ESr(p) and let 
a E S’(Aut(G)) be such that C,(a) has a normal 2-complement. Then 
exactly one of the following four conditions holds: 
(a) GE PSL(2, pm) f or some positive integer m with pm > 3 and a 
acts as a diagonal or inner automorphism; 
(b) p = 5 or I, G z PSL(3,4) and a acts as a unitary or inner 
automorphism; 
(c) p = 5, G z A, and a acts as an inner automorphism; and 
(d) p = 5, G z PSL(2,4*“) with n = 2”‘for some integer m > 0 and a 
acts as an inner automorphism. 
The references mentioned thus far in this section also yield: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a group such that F*(G) E Y(p) for some odd 
prime p. Assume that JE Y(G) is such that J/O(J) z PSL(2, q). Then 
O(J) = 1. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be a group and let p be an odd prime integer. Assume 
that the following three conditions hold: 
(a) F*(G) is simple and F*(G) & Chev(p); 
(b) G is properly sT( p)-complete; and 
(c) G contains a 4-subgroup W such that C,(W) possesses a 2- 
component L of d( p)-type and such that L n W # 1. 
Let w E (L n W)#, let v E W - (w) and set M = C,(w) and K = (LL2’@‘)). 
Then w E K = [L, L,,(M)], K is a single 2-component of M, Ku = K, 
L = L2(CK(v)) and one of the following three conditions holds: 
(a) p = 7, L/O(L) z SL(2, 7), K/O(K) E Cov(PSL(3, 4))/ 
O(Cov(PSL(3,4)) and v acts as afield automorphism on K/Z*(K); 
(b) p = 5, L/O(L) 2 SL(2,5), K/O(K) z Cov(A,,+ 1) for some integer 
n > 4 and v j?xes exactly five symbols in the permutation representation of 
K/Z*(K)ZA*~+,; or 
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(c) p = 3, L/O(L) 2 SL(2,9), K/O(K) z Cov(A,,) for some integer 
II > 4 and c fixes exactly six symbols in the permutation representation of 
K/Z”(K) E A,,. 
Proof Clearly w E L < K = [K, L,,(M)] by f39, Lemma 2.31 and K is a 
single 2-component of M by 139, Theorem 31. Thus \.M(K/Z*(K))/ is even, 
RI*‘= K and L 40 C,(u). For simplicity and without loss of generality, we -- 
shall assume that O(M) = 1. Then 139, Theorem 1] implies that K is not of 
R( p)-type since 1, H(M,,)} = 1. Then Lemma 2.28 implies that K is not of 
Chev(p)-type. Thus, as K is of jr(p)-type by hypothesis (b) and as 
/ #(.I,)1 = 1, we conclude that p = 3, 5 or 7. Suppose that p = 7. Then 
Lemma 2.2 1 (b) implies that K/Z(K) E P&5(3,4) and [3 1, Propositions 2.2 
and 2.3 ] yield (a). Suppose that p = 5. Then Lemma 2.21(a), [31, 
Proposkions 2.2 and 2.3; 49, Theorem 4.11 yield (b). Suppose that p = 3. 
Then Lemma 2.21(c) and 149, Theorem 4.1] yield (c) and we are done. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let p be an odd prime and let G be a quasisimple group of 
Cl(Chev( p))-type such that O(G) = 1. Assume that t E ,Y(Aut(G)) is such 
that C,(t) possesses a single 2-component K and K/O(K) z PSL(2, r), where 
r = pm for some integer m > 1 and r2 = 1 (mod 16). 
If G is simple, then exactly one of the following four conditions holds: 
(a) GzA,, for some integer n >4, Kr PSL(2,9)r A, and 
Co(~)/(C~(t) n C,(K)> g &, ; 
(b) possibi~ities~r G and C,(t) are included in ]6, Table 1 ] and ] 11, 
Appendix 1 ] ; 
(c) G is isomorphic to Sp(4,4), PSL(5,2) or PSU(5,2), Co(f) z E:, 
and t acts as an outer automorphism on G; or 
(d) G z PSL(3,4), t acts as a field automorphism on G and C,(t) z 
PSL(2, 7). 
Zf G is neither simple nor of <k’(p)-type, then exactly one of the following 
four conditions holds: 
(e) G E Cov(~~), C,(t) zz Z, X PSL(2,7) and t acts as an oufer 
automorphism on G/Z(G); 
(f) G 2 Cov(HS), F*(C,(t))r Z, x A, and t acts as an inner 
automorphism on G/Z(G); 
(g) G/Z(G) E PSL(3,4), t acts as Jield automorphism on G/Z(G), 
I-Z(G)1 < 24 and [31, Proposition 2.2(2)] applies; or 
(h) 1 Z(G)\ = 2, m is even, t acts as a diagonal, inner. or gruph 
automorphism on G/Z(G) and G/Z(G) E PSL(4 r”*) with r’/* E 1 (mod 4) 
or G/Z(G) E PSU(4 r”*) with rl’* E -1 (mod 4). 
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Proo$ Suppose that G is simple. Then (a) follows from Lemma 2.20, (b) 
is obvious and [5] implies (c) and (d). Suppose that G is neither simple nor 
of ,A( p)-type and set G = G/Z(G). Clearly t induces an automorphism of 
order 2 on G, IJY(G)]~ # i and G is an epimorphic image of 
Cov(G)/O(Cov(G)) by Lemma 2.6. Also j? is the unique 2-component of 
C&f) by [39, Lemmas 2.17-2.181 and &‘O(@ E PSL(2, r>. Then (b), (c) or 
(d) apply to G by [49, Theorem 4.11. If G is a sporadic simple group, then G 
is isomorphic to HJ or HS and Lemma 2.21 yields (e) and (f), 
Note that (c) does not apply here for G since /X(G)], = 1 and if (d) holds 
for G, then (g) clearly holds. Suppose that G and Cdt) are included in [ 11, 
Appendix 11. Then, (since G is not of J(p)-type), [39, Sects. 3A and 3C, 
Lemmas 4.27 and 4.29 and Remarks 4.28 and 4.301 yields (h) and we are 
done. 
4. A PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section, we present a proof of Theorem 1. 
Consequently, throughout this section, we assume that G is a counterex- 
ample of minimal order to Theorem 1. We also assume that iE Y(G), 
H = C,(t), L and q = p” for some integer n > 1 are chosen so as to satisfy 
condition (c) of the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and are such that ]& is 
maximal among all such possible choices. Consequently F*(G) is not a K- 
group and r&F(G)) > 4 by 12.5, Main Theorem]. 
Let S E Syl,(H) and set D = S n L. Then [40, Theorem 1 ] and [ 37, 
Theorem I ] imply that H (co) = L, N,(L) = O(~~(~} H, s f SYl~~~~(L)), 
(9 E sYMGALIw)))~ GWW)) = otN,(L))m C&IWH = QW x 
(t), D a S, D is dihedral, D E Syl,(L), n is even and S - ((t) X D) contains 
an involution that acts as a field automorphism on L/O(L). Then 140, 
Theorem 21 and [37, Theorem 21 imply that we may assume that / Dl> 24 
and q z 1 (mod 24). This Z(D) = (z) for an involution z. By 127, 
Theorem 3.11, we have G=F*(G)(t). 
LEMMA 4.1. The foilowing three conditions hold: 
(a) There is an element w E S” such that ((t) X D) n (w) = 1, w acts 
as afield automorphism on L/O(L) IS: ((t) X D)(w)1 < 2, [D, a,((~))] = 1 
and Cs(~~((w))) = ((0 x D)(w) = W x (D(w)); 
(b) if S # ((t) x D(w), then Z(S) = (t, z); and 
(c) m,(S) = r*(S) = 4 and S 66 Syl,(G). 
ProoJ Suppose that H/(LC,(L/O(L)) is cyclic. Then 140, 
Theorem l(v)] and Lemmas 2.24 and 2.25 imply the result. Suppose that 
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~/LC,WW)) is not cyclic. Clearly it suffices to assume that O(H) = 1 
and C,(L) = (t). Set 177 = H/(t). Then F*(B) = E z PSL(2, q). Applying 
[ 37, Theorem l(v)] and Lemma 2.25 it follows that S contains a subgroup 
Wf (t} such that IVn ((t) X 0) = (t), I?‘= W/(t) is cyclic, Z(W) # it), -- 
I? acts like a group of field automosphisms on L, /S : L)W/ < 2 and 
]fi, Q,(%‘)] x I. Thus W= (t) x (w) for some w E W and (a) and (b) hold. 
Finally r,(S) = 3 and (c) holds. 
Fix w E S# as in the preceding lemma, let u denote the unique involution 
of (w) and set T = (t) X (D(w)) and X= (t, u, z). Let y denote a generator 
of the cyclic maximal subgroup of D. Thus lyI > 2” and R,((y)) = (z}. Also 
let r = q”*, so that r > 3. 
LEMMA 4.2. The following eight conditions hold: 
(a) T = C,(u) = C,(X), /S : T/G 2, Z(T) = X, C,(D) = C,(D) = X 
and Ip = D’ = (y*); 
(b) X is the unique element of &78(S) that is normal in S, 
SCN,(S)=0, X char S, Tchar S, R,(T)= ((f, U} x D) char S and 
SCN,( T) = 0; 
(c) if S # T, then Z(S) = (f, z), us = (u, uz) or us = {u, fuz} and 
S’ = (y) or S’ = (f) X (y); 
(d) (z) char S and f 7~ z in G; 
(e) T E Syl*(C~((f, z))) for all 7 E u(f, z}; 
@I 7-E SY~,(GAX))J 
(g) r,(T) = m,(T) = 4, a,(T) = (f, u} x D and if E E gs6(T), fhen 
L!,(T) n C,(E) = E; and 
(h) ifE4Tandz&E,fhenE<X. 
Proof: Clearly R,(T) = (f, U> x D and (g) holds. Also C,(D) = X = 
C,(D) by Lemma 2.25 and (a), (e) and (f) hold. Thus SCni’,(T) = 0, and X 
is the unique element of r!$(7’) that is normal in T. Suppose that E 9 T and 
t 65 E. Then, as [E, D] < E and [E, D] I? D, we conclude that [E, D] = 1. 
Hence E <X and (h) holds. To complete the proof of this lemma, it suffices 
to assume that /S : Tl = 2. Then (c) follows from Lemma 2.25 and we also 
have (d). Suppose that F 2 S, F is elementary abelian and Z(S) = (f, z> < F. 
Set S= S/(f). Then Fn D = (i). If Fg ?;, then F is transitive on the two 
noncentral involution conjugacy classes of b by Lemma 2.24(e) and hence 
(j%[~,~l<(-) h’ h z w IC is impossible. Thus F < T and (b) holds. 
Let T, = Q,(T) = (f, u) x D and let S, be the unique subgroup of S such 
that ((f) x 13) < S, and S,/(f> x D) = J2,(S/(f) x I))). Thus IS, : T, j < 2 
and T, = C,,(u). 
The next result is a consequence of the above discussion: 
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LEMMA 4.3. For z E 7(S, - Z(S,)), the following six conditions hold: 
(a) ift E X, then ] S, : T, 1 = 2, r E u(z, t), C,,(z) = T, and C,(z) = T; 
(b) ifz E T, -X, then C,,(s) = C;,(r) = (X, r) g E,,; 
(c) ifr E S, - T,, then IS, : T,/ = 2, S, = T1(r) and C,,(t) = (t, z) or 
C,,(t) = (t) x (y)for some y E T, such that y* = z; 
(4 T, = (YE ~#)), T= (0 x D( > w contains two conjugacy classes 
of elementary abelian subgroups of order 16 and tf T # S, then these two 
conjugacy classes are conjugate in S; 
(e) if E E Z’(T) and E a T, , then E < X, and 
(f) ifE E a(S) and E g S,, then E < X. 
LEMMA 4.4. The following six conditions hold; 
(a) C,(z) = O(C,(z))S, C,(X) = O(C,(X)) T and N,(T) = 
OWAT)) s; 
(b) if t#tET(S) and C&t, r) does not have a normal 2- 
complement, then r is conjugate to an element of u(t, z) and 1 CH(r)lz = ] TJ; 
(c) if r E u(t, z), then CL(t)‘m’ is the unique 2-component of C,(t, r) 
and C,(r)c~)/O(C,(r)cm’) z PSL(2, r); 
(d) if r E J(T), then r is conjugate in H to an involution of X, 
(e) if r E <S(S - T), then C,(r)/(C,(r) n O(L)) is dihedral of order 
q + 1, (2) E W2(CL(r)) and IDI IC,(r>l, E {ISI, 2 ISI); and 
(f) G = F*(G) and G is simple. 
Proof: For (a)-(e), we may assume that O(H) = 1. Setting n = H/(t), it 
is clear that (a)-(e) follow from [ 18, Sect. 11. Suppose that ] G :F*(G)] = 2. 
Then F*(G) f7 (t, u) = (a) f or some involution a E (t, u) - (t). Setting 
A4 = C,(a), we conclude from (c) and Lemma 2.16 that M contains a 2- 
component J of _;T( p)-type. Since (a, J) < M* = F*(G) n M = C,,,,,(a) 
and M* < F*(G) < G, we conclude that F*(G) is of sT( p)-type. Thus (f) 
holds and we are done. 
Since every subgroup of C,(t, z) has a normal 2-complement, [39, 
Lemma 2.191 immediately ields: 
COROLLARY 4.4.1. If J is a 2-component of C,(z), then P = J and CJ(t) 
has a normal 2-complement. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let /? E u(t, z) and set M = C,(t, b) = C,(b), K = CL(p)(Oo), 
D* = D n K and li;i = M/O(M). Then the following five conditions hold: 
(a) Mtrn) = K = L,,(M) O(H) n M = O(M), 
(K, z] = [K, /3z] = [K, tbz] = (K, tz] = K, 
O(H) n K = O(K), 
I? E K/O(K) g PSL(2, r) and 
T E SYWO; 
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(b) C,W = WC,(P)) KD, D E s~l,(C,Ga)), O(C cO)) = C,cB) n OWh 
C,(jl)/O(C,(J?)) z PGL(2, r), D* E Syl,(K), z E D* max D, D* is dihedral 
and ID*1 > 2”; 
(c) .D@) = D x (/?) E SyI,(L@)) and .Y’(D/?) decomposes into two L- 
conjugacy classes namely S(D*)p and >(D - D*) p U (/I}; 
(d) (t, ,f3) E Syl,(C,(K/O(K)) and a Syfow 2-subgroup ofC,(K/O(K)) 
is dihedral or semidihedral; and 
(e) S(M) = O(M) X (4P). 
ProoJ Clearly (a)--(c) follows frm [ 18, Sect. 11. Also Lemma 2.23 
implies that (t, /I) E Syl,(C,(K/O(K))) and (d) follows from a well-known 
result of Suzuki. Since S(M) ,< C,(K/O(K)), (e) also holds. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let /I E u(t, z), M= C&I), K = C@)(““’ and set 
I@ = M/O(M). Then the following seven conditions hold: 
(a) L, ,(Cj#J) = K = L, ,(C,,,&); 
(b) C,-(K) has dihedral or semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and 
P E Z(C,dK)); 
(c) E(M) = (f?@)) = [K, E(ff)] and pE Z(E(M)) if Z(E(fi)) # 1; 
(d) either E(M) is quasisimple of F(p)-type or E(M) = K, X K2, 
i: K, t, I?, , K, z K, z K z PSL(2, r) and K = C,(,-,(f) = (I?, E{ 1 I?, E K,); 
- - 
(e) O(K) = 1 and [K, K’] # 1 for all 6 E ii?; 
(f) O*wf>(O < G@)Y O*@W) is dihedral or semidihedral and 
@) G Co2(,d0 < (6 13); and 
(g) O,(M) = S(ti) = C&E(n)) is cyclic or dihedral and O’(m) < 
CdO*@m 
Proof. Clearly (a) holds by [27, Theorem 3.11 and [39, Lem- 
mas 2.17-2.181. Set B= (KEca)). Then B= [E,EE(@] and [39, 
Lemma 2.191 describes the situation. Hence O(R) = 1 and 
O(K) = K n O(M) by Lemma 3.4. Let (t, p) < U, where U is a 2-subgroup of 
M such that OE Syl,(C,(K)). Since C,(t) < Cn(K/O(K)), we have 
C,(t) = t, P), u is dihedral or semidihedral and both (b) and (f) hold. 
Suppose tjat J is a component of i@ not contained in B. Then [.?, r] = 
J,< C,-(B) < CM(K) and J 4 4 I@. If CM(K) has dihedral Sylow 2- 
subgroups, then C,(K) has a normal 2-complement since BE Z(C,-(I?)) as is 
well known. Thus CM(K) has semidihedral Sylow 2subgroups, and [ 1, II, 
Proposition 1 ] and [2, Corollary III] yield a contradiction. This implies that 
B = E(M) and both (c) and (d) hold. Since O,@?)(t) .is dihedral 
or semidihedral and since [3, Corollary II] implies that M does not 
contain a normal quaternion subgroup, it follows that O&i?) is cyclic or 
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dihedral and hence O’(H) < C,(O,(@). Since S(a) < C,(E(@) and 
cdo2m ww) = .w,m>, we also have (g). Suppose that &E n is such - - 
that Kh < C,(K). Then @, KE) = @) x KK< C,-(K) and we have a 
contradiction to (b). Thus (e) holds and we are done. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let /I E u(t, z) and set A4 = C&3). Then M does not possess 
a 2-component of (PSL(4, pk), PSU(4, p”)}-type for any positive integer k. 
Proof: From the nature of the proof of this lemma and in order to 
simplify the notation, we may (and shall) assume that O(M) = 1. Also let 4 
be a component of M with X/Z(Y) isomorphic to PSL(4, pk) or to 
PSU(4, p”) for some positive integer k. Hence / = E(M) and t 6.JG O,(M) by 
the previous lemma. 
Suppose that r E tG n M for the moment. Then Y-’ = Y = [Y, t] and 
CT(r) ag C,(r) = C&I, r). Also Lemmas 2.9 and 3.3 imply that C,Jr) 
does not have a normal 2-complement. Thus Lemma 4.4 forces CM(t)(OO) = 
Cu(r)(Oo) = L,,(C,(?, /I)) E PSL(2, r). Now [39, Sects. 3A and 3C, Lemmas 
4.27 and 4.29 and Remarks 4.28 and 4.301 imply that r = p2k and that r acts 
as a diagonal, graph or inner automorphism on X/Z(Y). Set s = pk = r”*. 
Suppose for the moment that Z(f) # 1. Then CZcs,(t) # 1 and 
Lemma 4.6 implies that p E Z(f). Then [39, Theorem I] implies that 
Z(f) = (/3), that f/Z(X) r PSL(4, s) if s = 1 (mod 4) and that 
X/Z(f) g PSU(4, s) if s = -1 (mod 4). In any case, fl is a proper 
quotient of SL(4, s) or of SU(4, s). 
Suppose that r acts as an inner or diagonal automorphism on X/Z(Y). 
Then, Lemmas 2.22 and 2.29 imply that Cp(r) contains a subgroup B 
isomorphic to PSL(2, I) extended by a field automorphism of order 2. As 
Z(Q) x B) = @) and /3 G? tG, it follows that m,(@, r) x B) = 5. This 
contradiction implies that t acts as a graph automorphism on X/Z(Y) and 
tG n F*(M) = 0. Also Lemma 2.29 implies that if w E Z(Cd7)‘m’), then 
C,(W) possesses distinct subnormal subgroups X, and X2 such that 
X, z X2 r SL(2, s) and Z(X,) = Z(X,) = (w). 
Set K = C,@)ca’ and D* = D n K. Then K = Cp(t)‘“’ = CM(t)(“‘), 
z E D* = D n K E Syl,(K), D* max D, D* is dihedral and ] D* / > 23. Thus 
C,(z) contains distinct subnormal subgroups J, and J2 such that J, g J, g 
SL(2, s), [JI, J, ] = 1 and J, n J, = (z). Set F = C,(z). From the nature of 
the remainder of the proof of this lemma and in order to simplify the 
notation, we may (and shall) assume that O(F) = 1. Note that C,(t) = 
C,(t, z) = C,(z) has a normal 2-complement and t normalizes every 2- 
component of F. 
Suppose that s # 3. Then J, and J2 are 2-components of C,@) = C,(/3, z). 
Set c& = [E(F), J,] f or i = 1, 2. Then Lemma 3.5 implies that 4 is a single 
component of F of F( p)-type that is (t, /I)-invariant for i = 1 and 2. Clearly 
z E Ji 4 g C/j?) and C p,(t) has a normal 2-complement for i = 1,2. Also 
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Lemma 3.5 and [49, Corollary 1.21 imply that Ji = L,,(C,@)), &z 
Cov(PSL(3,4)/O(Cov(PSL(3,4)) and t acts as a unitary or inner 
automorphism on J’JZ(,q) for i = 1,2. Hence S; # S,, [Xi, S,] = 1 and 
z E .P, n ,P2 = .Z(.P,) n Z(X2). Fix i E { 1, 2) for the moment. Suppose that 
t induces a unitary automorphism of YJZ(2J. Then t & F*(F) and [3 1, 
Proposition 2.21 implies that C,!(t) contains an elementary abelian 2- 
subgroup E, with ]Eil = 8 and Ei n Z(3J = fJ,(Z(.YJ). Suppose that t 
induces an inner automorphism of .YJZ(.YJ. Then [3 1, Proposition 2.3 ] 
implies that Crz(t) contains an elementary abelian 2-subgroup Ei with 
lE,] = 16 and EinZ(.<) =Q,(Z(&)). S ince m*(s) = 4, we conclude that 1 
induces unitary automorphisms on both %P, and & and t @ F*(F). Then 
C,,?,(t) contains an elementary abelian 2-subgroup E with t k$ E and 
1 E 1 = 16. Since m,(S) = 4, we again have a contradiction. Thus s = 3 and 
q = 34. Then, by (39, Sects. 3A and 3C], we have O*(C~z)) =.I, * J, and 
g) = Z(J, * Jz) char O*(C,(z)). Ob serve also that F*(M) = O,(M) * cP, 
o,L& = cc>, 02w is cyclic or dihedral [O’(M), O,(M)] = 1 and 
O,(M)(t) is dihedral or semidihedral by Lemma 4.6. Consequently 
C,M(f) = O,(M) and ]M/F*(M)( d’ ‘d IVI es 8. Thus C,(z) = C&3, z) is 
solvable, 02(C,V(z)) = J, * J, and (z) char C,(z) = C,@, z). Also either 
P z PSL(4,3) or .P is a proper quotient of SU(4, 3). 
Let T< WE Syl(C,(z)). Clearly W contains a normal subgroup 
P z Q, * Qs with Z(P) = (z); we conclude that P 4 T since r-*(T) = 4. 
Thus T< Wand Z(W)=@, ) z since Z(T) = (t, /I, z) and T E Syl,(C,(t)). 
As N,+,( w> < N,V(@, z)) < N,(C,(z)) = JVM((z)>, we conclude that 
w E Syl,(M). 
Set Y = W n F*(M). Then Y g W, Y max Y(t) and tG n Y = 0. Suppose 
that WE Syl,(G). Then W# Y(t) by Thompson’s Transfer Lemma. It 
follows from the structure of Aut(.P/Z(X)), (cf. [39, Sects. 3 and 41, that 
there is a maximal subgroup X of W such that Y < X, W = X(t) and if 
2 E .W(X - Y), then k induces an outer diagonal automorphism on 
//Z(X). Thus tG n X = 0 and Thompson’s Transfer Lemma again yields a 
contradiction. We conclude that W @ Syl,(G). 
Let W < R E Syl,(G). Then Wmax N,JW) < NG( W) < NG(@, 2)). Since 
(z) char C,(z), we have /INRcw) = P(z), -V)=W-R(w)), R E SY~,(F), 
C,(j3) = W and T< C,(t). Since Z(R) = (z), it follows that z lies in every 
non-identity normal subgroup of R. Let B denote the subgroup of F 
generated ,by all simple components of F. Then Z(B) = 1 and hence B = 1. 
Consequently no component of F is simple. 
Suppose that A is a component of F of y(3)-type. Then Z(A) # 1 and 
A g SL(2, 3”) for some integer m > 2 by Lemmas 2.9 and 3.3 since A’= A 
and C,(t) has a normal 2-complement. Thus z 6! A by [3, Corollary III] and 
hence R does not normalize A. Let B = (AR). Then z E Z(B), Z(B) is an 
elementary abelian 2-subgroup of R of order at least 4, Z(B) a R and 
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Z(B) g CR(t) since t normalizers every component of B. Since t & Z(B), 
Lemma 4.3 implies that Z(B) = (t/3, z} and 139, Theorem 2] yields a 
contradiction. It follows that no component of F is of F(3)-type. 
Let x E s’(D -P). Note that x -Z in& D=D*(x), T,=(t,p)xD= 
O,(r) and T=(t)x(D(w)), where (D(=24 and (w(<4 sinceq=34. Also 
D* <K = Cp(tjcm), T/((t) x D) is cyclic and Qn,(T/((t) X 0)) = 
T,/((t) x D). Since F = C,(z), it follows that no 2component of C,(x) is of 
x(3)-type. But then, since C is properly Y(3)-complete, we conclude that 
no 2-component of C,(x) is of r(3)-type. 
Set Qi = WnJ, for i = 1,2. Then Qi E Syl,(J,) since Ji Al! CM(z), Qi is 
quaternion of order 8 and Z(Qi) = (z) for i = 1,2. Also [Q,, Q,] = 1. Set 
2 = Q, * Qz. Then % a W and Z(2) = (z}. As % < F*(M) and 
t 4 F*(M), we have 9 < T since r&P) = 4. Thus T < T% and there is an 
element qfN,(T)--T. Then rq#t, [t,qjEXn9=F*(lM)nXn3= 
@, z} n % = (z) and tq = tz. Hence xt - t in G and we conclude that 
Cp(xt)cm) z P&5(2,9) and xt acts as a graph automorphism on X/Z(cP). 
Hence x = (xl) t induces a diagonal or inner automorphism of Y/Z(Y). 
Since C,(x) does not possess a 2-component of F(3)-type, it follows from 
Lemm 2.29 that x E F*(M). Thus (p} x D = R,(Tn F*(M)) = T, no. 
Note that Tl n ~*(~) = (p} and set @ = ~/O~(~). Then F*(@) = 3 is 
simple and D z D < C-,(a. Since D is dihedral of order 24, (11, Appendix 1 ] 
implies that Y 2 PSL(4, 3) and F*(M) = O,(M) X Y-. Thus F*(C,*,,,(t)) = 
@I> X K and CFeo,, (t) = @) x KD. Then Corollary 2.30.1 and [3, Sects. 3A 
and 3C] imply that C,F(x)W = C,B(x@(m) zz RSL(2,9) which does not hold 
as we have seen. This contradiction establishes Lemma 4.7. 
LEMMA 4.8. If F is a subgroup of G such that T < F, then the foillowing 
five conditions hold: 
(a) 1,<]9nX],<6; 
(b) NF(X) = C,(X) NF( T) and NF( T) 1’7 C,(X) = O(NA T)) X T; 
(cl N,,,(T) = (W,(T)) R f or every Sylow 2-subgroup R of N,,(T); 
69 I~Frw(T)12 = IFn Wz; and 
(e) f n x = piT) = PAX) and / f n XI = /N,(T) : N&T& 
Proo$ Since t + t in G, TE Syl,(C,(X)) and N,(T) has a normal 2- 
complement, (a)-(d) hold. Let T< R E Sylz(NFrur(T>), so that IR : Tj < 2 
and R E Syl,(F n H). Suppose that f E F is such that tf E X. Since 
X Q Z(T), we may choose a Sylow 2-subgroup R, of C,(f) such that 
T < R,. But Rf E Sylz(CF(tf)) and hence there is an element h E C,(f) such 
that Rfn=R,. Thus F&gR,, TAR,, X(lR, and XfhgR,, X=Xfh 
and Fh = T by Lemma 4.3(f). Now (e) holds and we are done. 
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Let T < S < VE Syl,(N,(T)). Since S fi? Q&(G) and Tchar S, it follows 
that S < I’, S=C,,(f), (z)<Z(V)<Xa Vand It”I=lV:SlE {2,4}. 
iXMMA 4.9. The following IWO conditions hold: 
(a) iV,J T) = O(N,( 7’)) V and tG n X = PC(r) = tY = tNGtX’; and 
(b) if ,!3 E X - (z), then U’(C,@)) < T and C,@)/T is elementary 
~beli~~l. 
Proof: Since N&T) & NG(X) and N,(T)f’? C,(X) = O(N,(T)) x T, we 
have C,(T) = NJ7’) x X. Also Lemma 4.4(a) implies that NJT) n H = 
O(~~(T)) S. Suppose that N,(T) # O(~~(~) I’. Then, since t + z in G, we 
conclude that jNG( 7) : O(~G(~) SI = 6, 0(r) = X - (z) and T= (t, u) x D 
since t & U’(7). Hence D = (I’ r7 T) L1 N,(T) and 02(N,(7’)) < C,(D). 
Set M = N’(T) and ii? = M/C,(X). Thus ],!?I < 2, jli;i:$] = 6 and 
O”(@) =OZ(M) by [39, Lemma 2.21. Suppose that li;irA,. Then 
ri? = O’(ii;i), / $I= 2 and M = C,,,(D) T = C,(D) * D. Hence S = C,(D) * D 
and 1 C,(D)1 = 24. Now Lemma 4.2(a) yields a contradiction, Thus d 
possesses a normal subgroup a of order 3. Since E, g [X, R] a M, we have 
a contradiction and (a) holds. For (b), observe that if p f X - (z), then 
C,@) tabilizes X > @, z) > 1. Thus U’(C,(p)) < C,(X) = T and we are 
done. 
COROLLARY 4.9.1. Let F be a subgroup of G such that T < F and let 
T < WE Sy12(NF(T)). Then tFn X = tW and N,(T) = O(N,(T)) W. 
LEMMA 4.10. suppose that /S: Tj = / V:S/ = 2. Then V/Tr E,. 
Proof: Assume that V/Tz Z, and /S/T1 = 2. Then f?,(V/T) = S/T, 
tGnX=(t,tz} and u~=(u,uz,~u,~uz), tE V’ and Z(V)=(z). If 
(w) f (u), then xn U’(T) = (u,z> a V. Since this is false, we have 
(W)=(U), T=(t,u)xI) and Q,(V)=S or a,(V)=T. Consequently 
X char V, T char V, S char V and V E Syl,(G). 
Suppose that n,(v) = T. Then (tG n V} = (t} x D 4 V and 7((t) x 0) - 
(tC n I’) = J’(D) = zG n ((t) x v) and hence D (1 V. Set r= V/((t) x D). 
Then (E} < Z( q, ~/l(U) is cyclic and v is abelian. Suppose that u - z in G. 
Then there is an element g E G such that up = z and Tp < V, Hence 
Tg<f2,(V)= T, Tg=T and zg=z, a contradiction. Thus 
ug f’? ((t) x f)) = 0 and f35, Corollary 2.1.21 implies that v is not cyclic. 
Thus zi @ ?J’(i;‘> and there is a maximal subgroup U of Y such that 
(t) X D < Umax V= U(u). Since 0,(U)= (t) x D, [35, Corollary 2.1.21 
yields a contradiction. 
Suppose that ft,( V) = 5”. Then S = T(x) for some involution x E 5’ - T 
such that D(x) is dihedral of order 2 IDI and ux E {uz, tuz}. Suppose that 
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there is an element g E G such that ug = z and Tg < V. Thus Tp < S = a,(V) 
and hence Tp max S. Therefore Xg = X, Tp = T and zg = z. This 
contradiction implies that U+Z in G. Consequently uF fl T= 
J’(uD) u r(tuD), (z” n T) = D a V and (tG n T) = (t) x D a V. Since 
,1(V) = J’(S), Z(S) = (t, z) and Z(V) = (z), Lemma 4.3 implies that u is 
extremal in V with respect to G and C,(u) = TE Syl,(C,(u)), Let 
v = V/((t) x D). Then 1 VI= 8, r is abelian and U @ ui( v) as S g E, and 
v/(c) g Z,. Also S= (ti, X) = Q,(v) and there is a maximal subgroup U of 
V such that (t) X D < U max V = U(u) and 02 Z,. Then [35, 
Coro_llary 2. I.21 implies that U’ n U # 0 and hence G,(U) = (t) x D(x) and 
u’(U) = (R). H owever D a V and D has two non-central conjugacy classes 
of involutions. Thus x normalizes each of these two D-conjugacy classes of 
involutions. Since D(x) is dihedral, we have a contradiction and the proof of 
this lemma is complete. 
LEMMA 4.11. There is an element P E u(t, z) such that the followingjive 
conditions hold: 
(a) P@t”; 
(b) C,@) - S contains an element v such that v2 E T and 
tv E {fz, @z}; 
(c) T < C#) E Syl,(C,(J) n NC(T)), tQ(fi) n X = tcvc4), C,@ t) = T 
and C,(j?) = V or C,(J) max V, 
(4 1 G : &@)I2 < 4; and 
(e) tCy@) # tGnXimplies S= Tand V/TzZZ,. 
Proof: Let T < S < V < YE: Syl,(G). By [42, Four Generator Theorem] 
there is an elementary abelian subgroup E such that E Q Y and ] El = 8. 
Then ICE(t)] >4, C,(t)< X, E <N,,(T)= V, E <I?,,(S) and E = X if and 
only if E Q C,(t) = S by Lemma 4.2(b). Also, if E =X, then 1 Y:S] < 4. 
Suppose that Sd V. Then S#T, IVI=41SI, V/TgDD,, It”I=4 and 
there is a subgroup U of V such that T max U (3 V, E < U, U n S = T and 
U = ET if E # X. Thus tU = {t, tz), C,(U) = (z, /I) <E for some p E u(t, z) 
and U < C,(J) max V. Since Z(v) = (z) a NG( T) and tG n X = tV = tCVcB) = 
t(/3, z), the lemma holds for any v E U - T. 
Consequently, we may assume that S a V. Hence if S # T, then 
(t,z)a V, IV:S(=2 and tY={t,tz}. Thus we always have IV/TIE {2,4}. 
Suppose that S = T. Then there is a subgroup U of V such that 
TmaxU(1 V, E<Uand U=ETifE#X. Hence C,(U)=(z,p)<Efor 
some p E u(t, z) with t” = {t, tz} or tU = {t, @z}. Also, (a)-(d) hold for any 
v E U - T and we are done if C&I) = V. Suppose that U = C,(J) < V. Then 
Z(U) = (z,p) a V, tV = tG n X = t@l, z) and Z(V) = (z). Thus V/T acts 
regularly on t@, z). It follows that V/Tg Z, and we are done in this case. 
Suppose that S # T. Thus V/T z E, by Lemma 4.10. Then there is a 
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subgroup U of V such that T max U max V, E < U, U fi S = T and U = ET 
if E f A’. Hence t” = {t, tz } = tG n X and C,(U) = (z, p) < E for some 
/3 E u(t, z}. Clearly CJJ) = U and the lemma holds for any u E U - T. 
For the remainder of this section, fix /3 E u(t, .z) satisfying all of the 
conclusions of the preceding lemma and such that ]C&?)], is maximal 
among such elements of u(t, z). If u is a candidate for such an element /I, Iet 
p= u. Set M= C&f?), K = CL@)(*), D* = D n K, U= C,,(J) and 
I@ = M/O(M). Also let T < U < WE Syl,(M) and let x E 3(D - D*). 
Consequently, we have the following facts: ] V: U] Q 2, K = CM(t)(CO’, 
D” E Syl,(K), 1 D” I> 23, K/O(K) z PSL(2, r), (KD)/O(K) E Z’GL(2, r), 
C,(t) = U n 5’ = T E Syl,(C,(t)), U E Syl&V,,,,(T)), U/T is elementary 
abelian of order 2 or 4, Z(U) = (z, /3>, tM r7 X = tU c: t@, z} c T < N,(K), 
Cwtt) = T, @> < WV < (p, z), some element r of t” satisfies (K, r] = K 
and /G : M], < 4. Also the following three conditions are equivalent: (i) 
/ U/if/ = 4, (ii) t - tp in M and (iii) tM n X = t” = t@, z}. 
Our next result is clearly consequence of Lemma 4.6, the fact that 
t@ O,(A) = C,(E@)) and the fact that C,&((o x K)) n (O,@)(t)) = 
cci; 0. 
LEMMA 4.12. The following ten conditions hold: 
(4 L21~~df? = K = L2&dr)>; 
(b) C&) has dihedral or semjdihedrui Sylow 2-subgroups and 
B f Z(Cizw); 
(c) E(a) = @?“‘} = @, E(s)] = [E(a), f] and BE Z~E~~)) if 
qqli?)) # I; 
(d) either E(i@) is quasisimple of F( p)-type or E(a) = KLx Z??, 
r:i?,c*k,,K,r~,=~~:PSL(2,r)andK=C,,,-,(t)=(k,k:IkEK,); 
(e) O(K) = 1 and [k xx] # 1 for all &E ii;l; 
(f) O,(li;i)(i) < C,(E) and C,(f) n O,(A?) = cii>; 
(gj O,(&) = S(R) = C&3@)) is cyclic or dihedral and O,(&f)(o is 
dihedral or sem~d~hedr~i; 
(h) O’(R) < CLOD) and E < E(a); 
0) if 02(@W is semidihedral, then O&f?) is cyclic and O,(&?)(l> E 
Syl,(C&)); and 
(j) if O&i?) is dihedral, then O,@)(f) E Syl,(C,&). 
From the nature of the remainder of the proof of Theorem 1 and in order 
to simplify the notation, it is clear that, without loss of generality, we may 
(and shall) assume that O(M) = 1. Set Y = E(M). Thus F*(M) = 
O,(M) * Y. Also if 9” is quasisimple, then .Y is of s3-( p)-type and Lemmas 
3.6 and 4.7 apply. 
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LEMMA 4.13. E(M) is not simple. 
ProoJ Assume that X is a simple group. Thus X is of F(p)-type and 
F*(M) = O,(M) X X, where O,(M) is cyclic or dihedral, DE #4) = 
GU-) = WW and WWW is dihedral or semidihedral. Note that 
m2G&>) = b&&N = 4, T = (t) X D(W) E Syl,(C,(t)) and Lemma 
3.6(a)-(d) applies. Also ]Klz > 23, z E WnX < IV, p & WnX and 
Co> Q ~V’l< Co, z>; thus Z(tt? = Co, z>. 
Suppose that t E F*(M). Then t E J- or t =/3j for some j E S(f), 
O,(M) = (/3) and r*(C,(t)) = m,(C,,(t)) < 3. Applying Lemma 2.20(c) and 
the fact that ]K]* > 23, we obtain a contradiction. Thus t & F*(M) and 
r2(C.p(t)) = m*(C,(t)) = 2. Since ]K], 2 2j, we conclude from Lem- 
ma 2.20(c) that 4 is of (HJ, J3, PSL(3,4), PSL(3, r), PSU(3, r), 
PW2,4) J-type. 
Suppose that X z J,. Then M = (O,(M) x X)(t) and CA-(t) = 
R &z PSL(2, 17). Since KD 2 PGL(2, 17), we have a contradiction. 
Suppose that F % PSL(3,4). Then C,p(t) = K E PSL(2,7), t acts like a 
field automorphism on 3, r = 7, T= (t, /3) x D and Arp(K) = K by [ 10, 
Theorem 11. Hence NF*&K) = O,(M) x K, x e F*(M)(t) since 
CFI(Mj(tX(t) = (t, /3) x K. Thus M = F*(M)(x, t). As t - tz via X and tz - tx 
via L, we have t - tx in G. Thus CJx) z A, and C,(tx) % PSU(3,2) by 
Lemma 4.4. Let (x, t, /3, z) &R E Sy12(C,,,(tx)) and let Q = R n 9. Then 
z E Q u R and Q is quaternion of order 8. Let R <P E Syl,(C,(tx)). Note 
that ((A xt) x Q> < (l/3, xt) x (Q(t))) < R and Q(t) z SD,,, @, xt, z> < 
Z(R) and R = C,(,@ = C,((p, xt, 2)). If S = T, then R = P = (/I, xt} X (Q(t)) 
and since R is not isomorphic to T, we have a contradiction. Thus (S : TI = 2 
and P E S. Since R max P, we have R E T by Lemma 4.2. This contradiction 
implies that X is not isomorphic to PSL(3,4). 
Suppose that 3 z HJ. Then M = ~*(~){t}, T = (t, /I) x f) and r = 7. Set 
Y = Wn ~*(~) = O,(M) x (Wn S). Suppose that Ok is dihedral. 
Then m~(C~(~)) > 6 for all r E ~(~*(~)) and hence tG n F”(M) = 0. Thus 
[35, Corollary 2.1.21 implies that IV& Syl,(G). Note that O,(M)(t) is 
dihedral, R,(WnLP) = Wf-ir and J,(W) = O,(M) x J,(Wnr) = J,(Y). 
Assume that ] O,(M)] 2 24, then Sa,(U’(J,(W))) = (/3) (cf. [24, Lemma 5.11) 
and we have a contradiction. Thus ] O,(M)] E {4,8}. Now Z( IV) = @, z) and 
J( W - Y) c tG and hence Y = (O,(M)) x (Wn X) 4 NG( IV). Since 
0*(0,(M) X (Wn X)) = (z) (1 NG( IV), we have /3 -@z in NJ IV) and /I + z 
in G. Also t - t/? - tfiz - rz in W. Suppose that O,(M) z E,. Then Z(Y) = 
Z(O,(W X (Wnx)) = O,(M) X (z> Sl NG(w) and [O,(M) X (z), WI = 
(/I) Q N,(W). Thus O,(M)r D,, ] WI = 2’i and ]Y] = ]O,(M) x 
( W 0 S)] = 2i”. Here WA r contains one precisely one conjugacy class of 
involutions r such that C Wnr(r) 2 Z, x Q, (cf. 124, Lemma 5.1 f). Thus 
Y contains precisely two conjugacy classes of involutions ? such that 
C,(q) g D, x Z, x Q, and r, r/3 are representatives for these two conjugacy 
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classes. Since C,(t) = C,(rp), we have NJ W) = W(N,( W) n NG(Cy(r))). 
However, C,(r) = O,(M) X C,&t) and J,(C,(r)) = O,(M) x (r, z) since 
C,,(7)’ = (z). Thus (/3) a NJW). This contradiction implies that O,(M) 
is cyclic. 
Let O,(M) = (y) and note that O,(O,(M)) = @). Let 7 E 3(W- Y). Then 
7 is conjugate in M to an involution of t(r) and C,(7) = @, 7) x CJ7) 
satisfies m,(C,(r)) = 4. Moreover if 7 E r(Y), then m2(C,(7)) > 5 and 
hence tG n Y = 0. Thus W & Syl,(G), J,(W) = J,(Y) = @) x J,( W n X) 
and C&J W)) = O,(M) X E, where z E E z E,. It follows that 
02(W = da>, [O,(M) x E, W] = (z) a N&V), P -Bz in N&V) and P + z 
in G. 
Let r denote the unique subgroup of W n r isomorphic to Df Qs (cf. 
[ 15, Lemma 3.11). Let y = a * 9, where g = (s, t]s* = t* = 1, (st)* = z). 
Then Q,=(s/3,t)z9 and g,a=gTa~y. Let ‘TrX<W and 
set W= W/p). As p e W’, ~zZ and hence Z< @) x y (cf. 
[15, Lemma 9.41). Also S-(y) CZ~ and s’(Q) x r) - y cp”. 
Hence Q?) x y = (XIX < W and X E y), r = ((@) x y) n zG), 
7 = V,(T,Z) and NC(W) <NC(r) n NC(@) x T). Let W max W, for 
some 2-subgroup W, of G. Then Z( W,) = (z) and W, ( P = IV,(@) x T) = 
NG(y) n NG(@, 2;; Also c,,-(@) x y) = c,(Q) x 7) = @, Z> and 
WI E SYl,W R = C,(Y) a P. Then C,&?) = @, z) and 
P/R G Aut(7). Note that R n W= @, z), ] W/(R n W)] = 2’ and hence 
(/3,z)maxC,1(y)= W,nRgDD,. AlsoN,(@)xy)=PnM=@)xF, 
where F’ = (P n M)’ = F@) z (DZQ,) . A,, F = F’(t) and Wn 4 < 
F’ = Pn X. Also z E R n W, E Syl,(R) and IR I2 = 23 and hence R = 
R n W, r D, and P = NM(@) x ‘7’) W, = IV,(@) x T) R = (R*F’)(t). Let 
R = @, 1]1* = 1 and VA)‘= z). Then J’E J(Z). If I’=1, then 
Tmax Crrl(t) = (Z’, 1) z S and Cwl(t)’ = (T, [A, T]) Q (T, z) = T, which 
contradicts Lemma 4.2(c). Thus I’= kz. However, there is an element 
z1 E 7 - (z) such that z: = zlz, zf = z and (zr) is T-invariant. Then 
&,)‘=Az,, [AZ,, T] & ( > z an we obtain a contradition as above. Thus / d 
is not isomorphic to HJ. 
Suppose that x z PSL(3, r) or r g PSU(3, r). Then C,(@, z))(~) = A, 
where z E A and A z SL(2, r) since q = r* z 1 (mod 16). Then Lemma 3.5 
implies that A is contained in a unique 2-component Z of C,(z) such that 
z E x and the possibilities for Z are given in Lemma 3.5. Since Z+ is 
C,((p, z)-invariant and Cdt) has a normal 2-complement, it follows that 
Z/O(Z) g Cov(PSL(3,4))/O(Cov(PSL(3,3))), r = 7 and p acts as a field 
automorphism on X/Z*(X’). Let F = C,(z) and W< % E Syl,(F). Then 
W = C,(J) E Sy12(CF(J)), % nZ E Syl,(Z’), .@ nx is W-invariant and 
WnxESyl,(C&). But IiV:Wl<4 and IiVnX: WnXl=25. This 
contradiction implies that r g PSL(2, q) and t acts as a field automorphism 
on x. 
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Clearly D* max Wn .P g D and Z(W) = @, z). Also D* x (t) < 
(wn J)(t) E Syl,(J-(t)) and hence (wn s)(t) E D x @) by Lemma 4.1. 
Thus t E z( wn Lp>(t>> and wn .P < a,(c,(t)) = Q,(T) = T, = 
(t, p) x D. Consequently Wn ,P < (z”n T,). Thus zG n X = (z) implies 
that (z” n T,) = D = w n .P by Lemma 4.4(d). Also T < U < W and hence 
1 S] < 1 WI. Thus, if IS] < I WI, then O,(M) is dihedral by the choice of t. 
Suppose that Y is a normal elementary abelian subgroup of W. Then 
Lemma 2.25 applied to M/C,(x) = M/O,(M) forces Y < (O,(M)(t)) x (z). 
Thus ] Y] < 8 and if X # Y z X, then either O,(M) z E, or O,(M) g Z, and 
Y = O,(M) x (z). Al so, note that if O,(M) # @I), then tF*(M) is not a 
square in M/F*(M). 
First suppose that VE Syl,(G) and S = T. Assume first that ) V: TI = 2 
also. Then V= W and O,(M) is dihedral by the choice of 1. Hence 
O,(M) E E, and t” = tG nX = {t, @}. Since [t”, K] = K, this is a 
contradiction. Thus I V: TI = 4 and t” = t@, z). Suppose that Z(V) = (z). 
Then Tmax W= U = C,(j?) max V and O,(M) is dihedral. Thus 
O,(M) E E,, P = (t, @} and we obtain a contradiction as above. Suppose 
that W = V. Then V/T? E, and O,(M) is dihedral. Since @, t) 4 O,(M)(t), 
we have O,(M) z E, and M = (O,(M) x s)(t, A) for some element ,I E W 
such that 1’ E @) = Tn O,(M) and ((O,(M) X J7)(1))/O,(M) z PGL(2, q). 
Also E, r O,(M) x (z) 4 W and O,(M) x (WnX) < C,(O,(M) x (z)) 
max W. Then [35, Corollary 2.1.21 implies that there is an involution 
r E cc n C&O,(M) x (z)) such that T g C,(s) E Syl,(C,(t)). Since 
O,(W x (z, r> L1 C,(r), L emma 4.2 yields a contradiction. 
Next suppose that V E Syl,(G) and S # T. First assume that ( V: SI = 2. 
Then t” = tG n X = (t, tz }, Z(V) = (z), T max U = C&Q where Z(U) = 
(/I, z) I! V and f”= {t, tz}. Thus U= W, O,(M)=(@, [UI=/SI, 
/?’ = (/3, /?z } and V = US. Hence p + z in G and t/l - tpz in U. Here, 
Lemma 2.25 implies that X is the unique element of iY8(U) that is normal in 
U. Also C,(@) max V and t cV(14) = {t, tz}. Thus C,(@) E Syl,(C,(fp)) and 
p = u by the choice of /3 and hence tD + z in G. Hence zG fI X = {z}, D = 
wn ,P E Syl,(<P) and D = (zG n T) _a V. Also (tG n T) = (t) x D 4 V, 
(p) x D 4 V and (fp) x D d V. Now @) X D E Syl,(F*(M)), p = u and 
[Q*(w), t] = 1. Thus Q,((w)) < @, t) x D and hence T = ($3, t) x D. 
Suppose that U/(G) x D) z Z,. Then by Lemma 2.25, there is an element 
w E U such that w2 E t@ z). Since T E Syl,(C,(t))n Syl,(C,(t,P)), this is 
impossible. Thus U/(p) x D) g E,. 
If there is an element g E G such that Ug = C,(Q), then Tp and T are both 
maximal subgroups of C,(Q), Xg 4 C,(@), X 4 C,(@), Xg = X, TR = T 
and Lemma 4.9 yields a contradiction. Thus tp 7~ p in G. Now D = (x, y). 
T = @, t) x D a V, I V/T1 = 4 and there is an element 1 E W = U such that 
A2 E Q?) and (F*(M)(A))/(p) g PGL(2, q). Set v= V/X. Then w= o= 
o(J) max P and wr D. Thus (y) < V’ < (&/I) X (7). Hence zG n V = (z) 
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since zG n X = (z}. On the other hand, x - z in L. Hence there is an element 
g E G such that xg = z and C,(x)l < V. Since xv = x(y) = xs and C,(x) = 
@, t, x, z), it follows that V = SC,(x) and ] C,(x) : C,(x)] = 2. Since C,(x) = 
C,(x, t), we conclude that z E C,(x)’ since Px) = {t, fz}. This implies that 
zg E ZG n V’ = {z } and we have a contradiction. It follows that 1 V: S] = 4. 
Then 1 V/T] = 8, S b V, V/Tr D,, Z(S) = (z), t” = t@, z), U= C,(d) 
max V = US, T max N,(S) a V and tN@’ = {t, tz}. Also Z(V) = (z), 
Z(U)= (z,/?) u V, U/TrE, and W= U. Hence /?+z in G, z’nX= {z}, 
Wn/=(zGflT)=D~ V and O,(M)zzE, since IWI=2lSI and 
[O,(M), t] < X f7 O,(M) = (/I). Thus O,(M)(t) g D, and tW = t”. We 
conclude that X and Y = O,(M) x ( z are the only two elements of &‘s(IV) ) 
that are normal in W. Hence Y I! V, [T, Y] = @I) g V and we have a 
contradiction. It follows that V e?i Syl,(G). 
Let V < 9 E Syl,(G) and let YE &(9) be such that Y d 9. Then 
Y#X, /C,(t)l=4 and C,(t)= YnS= YnT= YnXg V. First suppose 
thatS=Tand]V/T]=2.ThenV=YT,Z(V)=@,z)=YnX,tv=tGnX 
and t” = {t, tz} or t” = {t, @z}. Thus fp & tG and O,(M) = (/I) which 
contradicts the choice of t. Next suppose that S = T and 1 V/T1 = 4. Then 
tGnx=tv=t@,z), YnX=@,z)II V and T< TY< U=C,@)< W. 
Suppose that Z(V) = (z). Then TY = Umax V, O,(M) is dihedral, Z(W) = 
@,z) and U=TY=N Ozoo(T) T. Hence t”= {t, @} and we have a 
contradiction. Thus Z(V) = @, z), V < W and we may assume that W < 9. 
Then C,(t) = @, z), 19 : SI = (9 : TI > 4 and O,(M) is dihedral by the 
choice of t. Now Y a N,,(T) = V < W, tG n Y = 0 and Y a W. Hence 
O&V = E,, Y = O,(M) x (z), X 4 W= V, O,(M)(t) x (z) 4 W and 
{X, Y} is the set of elements of &(V) that are normal in V. Since tg n Y = 0, 
it follows that N?(V) <N,,(X) < N,(C,(X)) = N?(T) = V and we have a 
contradiction. Thus S # T. 
Suppose that I V:SI = 2. Then tV=tGnX=tY= (t,tz}, Z(V)= 
(z) = Z(S) and V= YS. Al so Tmax U= C,Q?) max V, Z(U) = @, z) and 
Q,(M) = (p) since f/3 6 tG. Also Z( IV) = @, z), p + z in G and /I - /3z via S. 
In addition, t/I - tpz in S and tCvuB) = {t, tz}; thus I C,(t/I)l, = I C,(C/~Z)~, < 
I MI, = ] WI by the choice of /I and @ + z in G. Hence Wn J’- = D and X is 
the unique element of &(I+‘) that is normal in W. Thus W = U, I WI = (SJ 
and W=C,@Q. IfpE Y, then Y<C,(Y)< W and Y=X which is false 
here. Thus C,(f) = (t/I, z). Let E, g Y, g V with Y, #X. Thus Y, 4 W = 
C,@) and Y, 4 C,(t) = S. Then C,,(t) = (t/I, z) = Y n X = Yl f7 X and 
(@, z) a Ny(V). S ince Z(V) = (z) and (t/I)” = (f/3)” = {tp, t/3z}, we conclude 
that icG(fb)12 > I wI = I”12 and we have a contradiction. Hence ] V :SI = 4, 
V/Tz D,, S 3 V, Z(V) = (z), t” = t(/3, z) and C,(t) = @, z) since 
tGn Y=0 as ]9:S] > 4. Also U=C,,@)max V= US, tU=tv=fG~X, 
Y< U, Z(U)=Z(W)= (/3,z) and ]SI < IM12. Hence O,(M) is dihedral and 
B + z in G. Let W < K E Syl,(G) and let E, g Y, a &. Then C,,(t) = (Ic, z) 
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since tG n Y, = 0. Thus Y, u C&I) = W, D = WnX, O,(M) g E,, Y, = 
O,(M) x (2) and [Y,, W] = @). H ence N&W) < C,(J?) = W. Since this is 
false, the proof of Lemma 4.13 is complete. 
LEMMA 4.14. E(M) is not quasisimple. 
Proof Assume that X is a quasisimple group. Thus X is of sT( p)-type, 
b E Z(X) and Z(f) is cyclic or Z(X) z E,. By [39, Theorem 11, X is not 
of A( p)-type. Thus Lemma 3.6(e)-(g) apply. 
Suppose that t E F*(M)= O,(M) * 3. Then, we conclude that 
J-rCov(HS) and t=r1r2, where r, E O,(M), r2 E X and 5: = r: =/3. 
Since G2cM,t0 = WV we have a contradiction. Thus t 6 F*(M) = O,(M) * X 
and r2(CF~~,,,~(t)) < 3. Hence f E Cov(HJ) or X/Z(X) z PSL(3,4). 
Suppose that f E Cov(HJ). Then I = 7, M= (O,(M)* X)(t) and 
C,(K) = O,(M)(t). Also t - t/? via f by [6, Table 1 ] and hence t - tz via 
X. Note that Z(w) = (/3, z) since Z( Wn X) = (@, z), (cf. [ 17, 
Lemma 2.21). Suppose that O,(M) = @). Then C,(t) = @I) x C,dt)’ x (t), 
where C,p(t)’ r PSL(2, 7). Since T E Syl,(C,(t)), we conclude that 
O,(M) # @). Since r = 7, Lemma 4.4 and [6, Table 1 ] imply that 
tG ?I F*(M) = 0. Thus W& Syl,(G) by Thompson’s transfer lemma. Let 
P = C,(@, z)). Then WE Syl,(P) and Pz C,(z). Let W < 9 E 
Sylz(NG(@, z))). Then W 4 9 and 9 acts on P. Hence 9 acts on 
C,(O*(P) n O,(P)) = O,(M) x (z). Since @) b 9, we conclude that 
O,(M) z E, and O,(M) x (z) a 9’. Since [O,(M) x (z), W] = @), we have 
a contradiction. Thus X/Z(X) E PSL(3,4), r = 7 and t acts as a field 
automorphism on X/Z(X). Also C,,,(K) = O,(M)(t), C~dt) = (/I) x K = 
(t), where K z PSL(2, 7), M= F*(M)(x, t) and T = (t, p) x D with 
;cdiE’24. 
Suppose that Z(X) z E,. Then O,(M) = Z(X) since Z(X) < Z(O,(kf)) 
and F*(M) = r. Also tG n Z(f) = 0 and tj? E tZca. Thus t@, z) !E fs tG 
and t - tx in G. Hence x acts like a graph automorphism and xt acts like a 
unitary isomorphism on 9-/Z(X). Then ] CM(xt)J2 = 1 Cc@, xt)(, = 25 by [ 3 1, 
Proposition 2.21. Since 1 TI = 26 and xt - t in G, we obtain a contradiction 
from Lemma 4.4(e). Thus Z(4) is cyclic. 
Suppose that Z(f) = (/3). Set 7”= wn.7. Then w= 
(O,(M) * T)(t, x), y Q W, C,-(t) = @) x D* and Cp, z) <Z(Y) = 
y’ z E, by the proof of [ 3 1, Corollary 2.41. Thus Z( IV) = (/I?, z). 
First, assume, in addition that O,(M) = (p). Then, by [6, Sect. 191 and 
[ 3 1, Proposition 2.2(2)] we have T(U) = trU (tfi)’ and t + t/3 in 
M = X(t, x). Clearly tG n r = 0 by [31, Proposition 2.3(l)] and if 
r E J’(9ic U Xxt), then r is conjugate via X to an element of x(p) U xt@) 
and either C,,,(r)(O”) r A, or IC,(t)(, = 25 by [31, Proposition 2.2 (3)]. Thus 
Lemma 4.4 and the facts that p = r = 7 and 1 TI = 26 imply that 
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tG n (xx u sxt) = 0. Since fx N rz in H, a remark above forces 
tG n X = t@z). Set Y = Z(T). Then C,(t) = (/3, z) and tG A tY = tY = @z) 
since J’(tY) c t@, z). Note that if t E J’(~x U flxt), then mz(CM(t)) = 3 
and if r E T(st), then m,(C,(t)) = 4. Thus r E T(M - 9-) implies that 
mz(C,(t)) < 4 and hence [31, Proposition 2.31 implies that y char W. Since 
tG n (F(x)) = 0, we conclude from Thompson’s Transfer Lemma that there 
is a 2-subgroup & of G with W max &. Thus & < N,(F) < N,(Y) and if 
1 E K - W, then ti E tT. As 1 C,(t)] = 24, it follows that t acts regularly on 
T/Yr E,,. Consequently 1 E iF - W may be chosen so that r\ = C. Hence 
T = C,(t) max C,(t) and fi” =pz. But then (tp)” = @z and we have a 
contradiction. Thus O,(M) # (/3), t - t/3 via O,(M), t@, z) c ?‘, t - tx in G, 
x acts like a graph automorphism and xt acts like a unitary isomorphism on 
X/Z(X). Since ] CM(xt$ > 25, it follows from Lemma 4.4(e) that a Sylow 
2-subgroup of CM(xt) is isomorphic to S or T. Let (B, z, x, t) < 
% E Sy12(CM(xf)) and let @ <R E Syl,(N,(@, xl))). Then IR :%] = 2 and 
(R n S)/@) E Q, by [ 1, Proposition 2.2 (3)]. Since Z( IV) = @, z), it 
followsthat~/T.AlsoRnF*(M)=V*(Rn~),whereV=O,(M)nR, 
IvI=4, [v,t]=@), P=(.iVnnF*(M))(x,t), IPnnE*(M)I=24, %nnz 
z,xz,, /?E%ns and /36JU’(%nx). Hence R-nF*(M)= 
(% n F*(M))(R f3X). Since T’ < O’(T) and U’(T) is cyclic, we have 
V<Z, R n F*(M) = (% n F*(M)) V and /I& U’(F’-nE*(M))= 
@(g n F*(M)). Since (% n F*(M))/@) E (R n S)/@), we conclude that 
%nF*(M)=@)X8, where 9’ FZ Q, and a,(% nF*(M)) = (/3, z). Thus 
@, = (lx, /?) X 9 max %‘, Z(P) = (rx, /3, z) < %r maxg, m&VI) = 3 and 
W, # 1. Since % z T = (t, /?) x D, this is impossible and hence Z(X) = (A), 
where I2 = /3. 
Since [O,(M), Z(S)] = 1, O,(M) is cyclic. Also ti = t/3 and, as above, 
t@, z) s r” s tG, x acts like a graph automorphism on X/Z(f), xt acts like 
a unitary automorphism on f/Z(X) and 1”’ = ID. Set 7 = Wn f. Then 
Z(T) = (A) by [3, Proposition 2.3 (3)]. Since Z(W) < @, z) < ‘F, it follows 
that Z(W) = (/3) and WE Syl,(G). Since every involution of x(0,(M) * x) 
acts like a graph automorphism on X/Z(X), it follows that 
tG n (x(0,(M) * f)) = 0. On the other hand, S/Z(S) has precisely one 
conjugacy class of involutions. Thus z - zp in f and all involutions of f 
are conjugate in 9- to z. Since U’((& z)) = (/I), it is easy to see that 
JV’*W) = TV-). But I G(x,r) (z)]* = 29 by [31, Proposition 2.3 (3)]. Thus 
cc n ((O,(M)* x)(x)) = 0 and again Thompson’s Transfer Lemma yields a 
contradiction. This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.14. 
LEMMA 4.15. E(M) is quasisimple. 
Proof: Assume that E(M) is not quasisimple. Then, by Lemma 4.12, we 
conclude that E(M) = K, X K,, where K, s K, z K s PSL(2, t), K{ = K,, 
K = CE&f) = (k, k: Ik, E K,) and [E(M), t] = E(M). Also we have 
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C,(K) = O,(M)(t), tz E P, @z E (c/IF and t - tx in G. Set gi = wn K, for 
i=l,2 and Q=O,(M). Then Q x g, x P& a W, Q x 23, x ~23~ E 
Syl,(F*(M)), g* E gZ = 9: and @* = (d, d: Id, E gi) = C9,xBl(f), Also 
let Z(QJ = (zJ, were ]z1]=2 for i=l,2. Thus z=z1z2, z:=zZ and h 
Z( IV) = (/I, z). Set M, = N,(K,) = N,,,(K*) and W,, = W n M,. Then 
MO 4 M= M,(t), W,, 4 W= We(t) and @, z,, z2) < Z(W,,). Since ] WI > 
I(@, x gZ) T] = ] 7’]]9* ) and ] WI = 2 ( W,I, we have I W,l > ] S] and 
tG n z( w,) = 0. 
Suppose that WE Syl,(G). Then S = T since Z(W) = (/I, z) and there is 
an involution t E tG n W,, such that C,(t) z T by [35, Corollary 2.1.21. 
Now IC,(~) : C,(t)l< 2 and (7, P, zi, z2) < Z(C,,(s)). Then Lemma 4.20(b) 
yields a contradiction. Thus W& Syl,(G). 
Let {a} = {x, xt} n M,,. Then D*(a) is dihedral of order ID], (z,) < C9,(a) 
for i = 1,2 and (gi X gJ n C&x, t) = (z). Since Cg,(a)’ = C,,(a), we 
conclude that C%,(a) = (z&, 22,(a) z D and K,(a) E PGL(2, r) for i = 1, 2. 
Suppose that Q = O,(M) is not elementary abelian. Then there is a 
subgroup V of Q such that p E V z Z, , V 5! M and V g W. Suppose that 
Z,rY(l W with Y=(y). Since z,&Y and [g,XgZ,Y]<Y, we 
conclude that Y< W,, and [Y, g1 X %*] = 1 by Lemma 2.2(c). Then 
Lemma 2.26(b) implies that y2 E Q. Since (y’) Q Z(W), we have y2 =@. 
Hence @) char W and WE Syl,(G). Since this is false, we conclude that 
Q= @) or QEE,. 
We claim that C,(z,) n C,(K,) = C,((z,) x KJ = S(C,(z,)) and that 
S(C,(z,)) has a normal 2-complement. To see this, observe that F*(M) = 
Q x K, x K,, P E Q, OW) Q C,(Q), Q x CK,(zl) x K, 4 C,(z,) < MO and 
C,(E(M)) = Q. Set li? = M/Q and observe that (Q x (z,)) n E(M) = (zl), 
so that C&i) =_C,(z,). On the other hand, C&J = C,(K,) for 
i = L2, Cd& x K2) = 1, K, _a C&J, S(_C,(z,)) Q CM@,) n C&J = 
~d<z,> x $14 C&J and Cd~~V%#h) = UzJn C&b). Also 
K, g CdK,) and hence C&x& is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(K,) 
that contains Inn(x,). Since C,,(.F~) I! C,&J n C&J, C,,(F) is dihedral 
and (C,&*)n C&F,))/CK,(P1) is abelian, it follows that (C,(z,)n 
C,(K,))/Q has a normal 2-complement. Then, since O*(M) < C,(Q), the 
claim holds. 
Suppose that Q g E, and [xt, Q] = 1. Since t - xl in G, we conclude that 
m,(C,(xt)) = 4 and xt does not centralize (zi, z2). Then g;* = 9$, 
C @, xg2(xt) z D* and we have a contradiction. It follows that if Q g E,, then 
[t, Q] = [XC Q] = @> and [Q, x] = 1. 
Let 6, generate the unique cyclic maximal subgroup of 9, and set 6, = Si 
and A = (6,) x (6,). Then A 4 W, (6,) is the unique cyclic maximal 
subgroup of gZ, (6,) = (%Yl(a))’ for i= 1,2 and O,(A) = (z,,z~). Hence 
A < W:, Q Q x A by Lemma 2.26(c) and (z,, z2) = a,(V’(wb)) char W,,. 
Suppose that Z, x Z, E B a W and R,(B) # (zl, z2). As above, we have 
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Zi6?EB for i=l,2, B<W,,, [B,5?8iXgZ]=1 and R,(B)=Q since 
U’(B) Q Q. Then 2, E C&) 4 T, p E C,(t), (t) X CT&) g T and 
Lemma 4.2(h) yields a contradiction. Thus (zi, z2) char W, Z( W)(z, , z2) = 
@, zl, 4 char W, C,(( zi,z*))= W,,char Wandj3-pz+z inG. 
Let W < r E Syl,(G). Then 17: WI < 4 and Z(T) = (z) since 
W < N7.( W) < NJ@?, z)) n NG((zI, z2)). Set TO = Cs(z,), so that 
w,= Wf-lYo. 
Let E, z E 4 y. Suppose that [E, t] = 1. Then E < X < W and 
[E,@,xZV~]<E. Thus E<Xn W,,=@,z), Wmaxr, W,maxT-, 
max y, @, zl, z2) 4 r = TO(t), W, = C,(@, z,, z2)) 4 F and p’” = 
{/I, j?z}. Suppose that [E, t] = (z) for all E d T with E z E,. 
Then E max Y 4 T with YE J?@“-), E, E C,(t) Q X n W,, = @, z), 
C,(t) = (/I, z) and Y < W,, by Lemma 2.2(c). If Y # @, zi, z2), then 
Y, = Y X (zi) Q W and [Y, , t] = (z) since [Y, t] = [E, t] = (z). Hence 
C,,(t) = X since ) C,,(t)] = 23. This contradiction implies that we always have 
a z1,zz) -=I y, c,-(lp, Zl, 22)) = w, (1 y, (z1, z2) -cl y, since 
(zl, .q) char W,,, TO max y = TO(f), W, < TO and there is an element 
r E NT ,(W) such that p’ = pz and rz E W,,. Also Z(‘P’J = (z,, z2) since 
Z(~>nCB,z,,z,)=(z,,z,)a~, Z(~o><C,-@)= W and Z(FJn 
C,(t) < Z(To) n C,(D) = Z(To) n x = Z(Sq n (8, Z) = (z). Moreover, 
[35, Corollary 2.1.21 implies that there is an element a E tG n TO such that 
C,-(a) Z S, (a, zl, z2) < Z(G,(a)) and ] C,-(a) : CFb(a)l < 2. Note that 
fi,(z(C,,(a))) < C,(a) and hence f2,(Z(C,,(a))) = (a, zi, z2) - X = 
(t, /I, z) in G. 
Note that (zl, z2) Q W and (zl, z2> A N,((t, 2)) ,< N,(C,((t, 2))) = 
N,(T) = U, so that (zi, z2) a U. Also tL1 = tz, (@>‘I = @z and 
tG n @, Z, , z2) = 0. 
Suppose that tG n X = t@, z). Then zGnX= {z}, pnX=p(z), 
zGn(a,z,,z2)={z}, PGn(a,z,,z2)={z1,z2} and f’n(a,z,,zJ= 
a(zl, z2) since tG n (/I, zi, z2) = 0. 
Suppose that tG n X = t(z). Then ) U/T1 = 2, (t/3)” = t/3(z) and 
U = T(zl, z2). In this case, suppose that (C,(t@(, < ( T(. Then zG n X = {z} 
and PC n X = p(z). Also as 1 W,,l > ] SI and W,, < C,((z,, z2)), we have 
zGn(a,q,zJ= {z) and pGn(a,z1,z2)= {z1,z2}. Suppose that 
] C,(@)], > 1 TI, then, by Lemma 4.9, there is an element w E C,(@) - T such 
that tW = cz and wz E T. Hence U= C,@) max V, Z(v) = (z), T max C,(@) 
max V and IC,@)(, = I WI > I C,(@)], by the choice of /I. Consequently, 
under these assumptions, we have zG n X = {z} and zG n (a, zl, z2) = {z}. 
We conclude that zi - z2 + z in G in all cases. Thus, since y E Syl,(G) 
and Z(T) = (z), we have ( C,(Z,)]~ < IT] = ] GJ, and TO E Syl,(C,(z,)). 
Set F = C,(z,) and let W, < V E Syl,(Fn M). Then K, = (Fn M)@), 
z2 E Z(P) and hence 9 = W,, E Syl,(Fn M) since Z(W) = @, z},. Also, as 
noted above, CFm(K,) has a normal 2complement. 
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From the nature of the remainder of the proof of this lemma and in order 
to simplify the notation, it is clear that, without loss of generality, we may 
(and shall) assume that O(F) = 1. 
Now z E To = C&,) E Syl,(F), /P ~/kr =/3z1z2 and [KJIz] = 
[K,, z2] = K,. Therefore K, <f = [K2,E(F)], where either x is a 
component of F of fl( p)-type or Y is a central product of two components 
of F that are interchanged by /I. In any case, 9‘ is YO-invariant since 
(z,, z2) = Z(yo> and (2 ftF))= [(zf),B(F)] = [K2,E(F)]=f. Since rE Y0 
and [K,,P’] = K,, we have K, < Y. Set %’ = XT0 and R = Y0 n Y. Then 
6 E SYW), R f Syl@-), G”JP) = w* E SYUG@) since 
GdP> < MO n F, Rn W,= W,n.Y-E Syl,(Cd)), R _a T-,, and 
]4-:Cd)I,=IR:Rn W,,~</i%ro:W,,~g4. Note that C,,,,,,(Y)=(t,) 
and Z(T,) = (z i, z2). Thus, if Z(s) # 1, then .zt E Z(X). 
Suppose that Y = S, x S,, where St = S, and S, z S, E K,. Since 
l~:cA.P~l*=1~21~~~ we have a contradiction. Suppose that Y = STS,, 
where Sf = S, , S, z S, E S&(2, t) and Z(S,) = Z(9;) = Z(3). Then 
] 9- : C,(,k& = ] Bz 1 and again we have a contradiction. Consequently x is a 
component of F of F( p)-type and hence zi +/I in G since 
K * = c,&3ym < Y-. 
Then, by the above, we have tG n X = t(z), z1 - z2 - t/3 - tpz in G and 
IGWL = I WI 2lWPh=IFL > ITI. Hence IWP)l~=I W=lKl and 
(F : C~,(jl)12 < 1 To : W,l = 2. Also K, = Cfl)(*3’ and, since z1 - z2 - 
tp - t@z in G, we conclude, from the fact that t@(z) cr u(t, z) and Lemma 4.7, 
that Y is not of (PSL(4, pk), PSU(4, pk)j-type for any positive integer k. 
Consequently, since Z(4) # 1 implies z, E .Y, [39, Theorem l] implies that 
Lemma 3.6(a)--(g) applies. 
Note that Lemma 4.6 and the fact that zi - @ in G imply that j7 = E(F) 
and E”“(F) = O,(F)* X. 
Suppose that .Y is not simple. Then 19” :C,#)], < 2 eliminates cases 
(e)-(g) of Lemma 3.6. It follows that 9- is simple and we are reduced to 
examining cases (a j(d) of Lemma 3.6. 
Clearly z, E Y, (zi) X C,Ja) = C,(z,, a) and Cda) I?5l C,(a). Thus, 
by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4, we have the following facts at our disposal: 
6) I~:cAol2 G 2 and C,Q?)n C,(K,) has a normal 2- 
complement; 
(ii) rtt((zl) x C,(a)>(a)> 4 4; and 
(iii) either C,(a) has a normal 2-complement or 
C~,(a)ca3)/O(C~,(a)co3,> Z PsL(2, r). 
Obviously (i) eliminates possibilities (c) and (d) of Lemma 3.6. Suppose 
that / 2 A,, for some integer n > 4. Then (ii) and Lemma 2.20 imply that 
n = 4, rz(C,(a)) = 3 and a @ C&S)* 9‘. This contradicts (ii) and only 
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case (b) of Lemma 3.6 remains. Also (i) eliminates the possibilities 
emanating from [6, Table 11. Thus we are reduced to the possibilities listed 
in [ll, Appendix 11. 
On the other hand, (i) implies that X is not isomorphic to Pf2(7,3) or to 
PSa(8,3, -1). Then (iii) and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4 imply that Cda)‘m’ g 
PSL(2, r). Also from (ii), we conclude that if a acts as an outer 
automorphism on ,P, then r*(C,(a)) < 2 and if a acts as an inner 
automorphism on X, then rz(C,(a)) < 3. Thus X is isomorphic to 
PSL(2, q), to PSL(3, r) or to PSU(3, r). 
Suppose that X 2 PSL(3, t) or X = PSU(3, t). Then a acts as a graph 
automorphism on /and C,(a) z PGL(2, r). Since C~z,)‘“O’ E SL(2, T) and 
zz E CY(z2)(Oo), we conclude from L-balance that z2 E L2,(CG(zZ)). Since 
z: = zi & L,,(C,(z,)) = J&,(F), we have a contradiction. 
Finally suppose that 3 g PSL(2, q). Then /3 acts as a field automorphism 
on X and C,(‘@) z PGL(2, r). Hence kd, max R g V,, and @I = @ 
max Rt g V,, R g Rt is dihedral and R nRt = [R, Rt] = 1 since z, # z2. 
Let 1 generate the cyclic maximal subgroup of R. Then ] I] = ] It ] = 1 g* ] > 8, 
(A) 4 Y0 and (At) I! YO. Now c&a) 1 S and, as noted above, (a, zl, zz) is 
the unique normal element of &(c&a)). Thus TE cda, zl, z2) = 
CY $I= CA) n F and 
[Q,((A>), a] = 1. 
Zb&a)) = (4 z1 v z2>. Suppose that 
Th en \A’) 4 c,-,(a) and z2 E +&a)‘. Since z2 + z in G, 
this is impossible. Thus a - az, via ~,(@)). Similarly a - az, via a2((At)) 
and a(zl , zz) c aG = P. Since (a, z1 , z2) - (t,P, z) =X in G and tC nX= 
t(z), we have a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.15. 
Finally, Lemmas 4.1311.15 yield a proof of Theorem 1. 
5. A PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
In this section, we present a proof of Theorem 4. 
Let p and G be as in Theorem 4 and let G be a counterexample of minimal 
order to Theorem 4. Thus all sections of G, including G, satisfy the 
Unbalanced Group Conjecture and the B(G)-Conjecture by Corollary 3.1.2. 
Also F*(G) is not a K-group since 5Y is closed, 0(&(t)) = 1 for all 
t E T(G), every element of g(G) is quasisimple and G is properly 5?‘- 
complete. Thus G is properly Y-complete for every closed subset Y of .V. 
LEMMA 5.1. All elements of Y(G) that are of F-type are of Chev(p)- 
Me. 
Proof: Clearly we may assume that p E {3, 5, 7, 17}. Set Y0 = g- 
Chev(p). Then & is closed by Lemma 3.1(a). Suppose that P(G) contains a 
2-component of ZZ$type. Then G is properly 5$complete and 
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Proposition 2.18 implies that G contains a standard subgroup of go-type. 
Then applying [6, Theorem; 22, Theorem 5.4.10; 3, Corollary II; 15, 
Theorem A; 17, Theorem 1.6; 14, Theorem A; 49, Theorem 1.1; 53, 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.4; 50, Main Theorem; 16, Theorem 4; 48, Theorem; 40, 
Corollary; 30, Theorem], Lemma 2.19; [55, Theorem; 21, Theorem; 43, 
Theorem; 44, Theorem], it follows that F*(G) is a K-group, contradiction. 
Consequently this lemma holds. 
LEMMA 5.2. The following four conditions hold: 
(a) p=3; 
(b) G does not contain a standard subgroup of {PSL(2,3”)} In > 2}- 
type ; 
(c) ifF =x(3), th en every element K of Y(G) that is of Y-type is of 
X(3)-type or K/O(K) E PSL(2, 3”) for some integer n > 2; and 
(d) if y = Cl(Chev(3)), then every element K of P(G) that is of .F?- 
type is of X*(3) type or K/O(K) E PSL(2, 3”) for some integer n > 2. 
Proof Suppose that there is an involution t of G such that H = Co(t) 
possesses a 2component K such that K contains an involution u such that 
C,(U) possesses an intrinsic 2component Y- of d(p)-type. Then t # u, 
otherwise F*(G) is a K-group by [39, Theorem l], contradiction. Set 
W = (t, u), M = C,(u) and L = (J L2’(M)). Then [39, Theorems 1 and 31 imply 
that L is a single component of M with J < L = [L, t] and J a 2-component 
of CL(t). Lemma 2.16 implies that L is of F-type and hence of Chev(p)-type 
by Lemma 5.1. Then Lemma 2.28 implies that L is of J(p)-type and [39, 
Theorem 1 ] yields a contradiction. Consequently no such 2-component K 
exists and K satisfies one of the conditions (a)-(d) of [39, Lemma 5.31. 
Note that G contains a standard subgroup of F-type by Proposition 2.18 
and G is properly Sr(3)complete if F = Cl(Chev(3)). 
Suppose that G contains a standard subgroup K such that K/O(K) E 
PSL(2, p”) for some positive integer n. Then [6, Theorem; 3, Corollary II] 
and Theorem 1 yield a contradiction. Thus (a) and (b) of this lemma hold. 
Suppose that Y(G) contains a component A such that A/Z(A) E’ 
2G2(32n+1)) for some positive integer n. Let 3 = { *G,(3*‘“+‘), 
G2(3m+1) 1 m > 1). Then RzSr(3) c Chev(3) and R is closed. Thus G is 
properly #‘-complete and Proposition 2.1 implies that G contains a standard 
subgroup K of R-type. By the first paragraph, K & G2(3m+1), so 
Kg 2G2(32m+1 ) for some integer m >, 1. Then [ 14, Theorem A] yields a 
contradiction and hence (c) and (d) hold. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that KEY(G) and K/O(K) is isomorphic to 
PSL(2,3”) for some integer n > 2. Then n E (2,4). 
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Proof. Suppose that there is an A E iPfG) with A/O(A) r PSL(2, q) and 
q = 3m for some integer m 2 3 and m # 4 and assume that A is chosen with 
m maximal. Then IM(A/O(A))/ = 2 (cf. [ 13, Sect. 21) and O(A) = Z(A) = 1. 
Suppose that A E Y*(G) is as defined in [2, Sect. 1 ]. Then [Z, Theorem 1 ] 
and 13, Corollary III] and Lemma 5.2(b) yield a contradiction. Thus there is 
an element B E Y(G) such that A < *B. Set B= B/Z(B). Then A < B, B is 
of .%type and there is an involution t E N,(B) such that A E .Y(C,(t)) by 
Corollary 2.17.1. Also A z x aa Cs(t). Suppose that B is of X*(3)-type. 
The results of [39, Sects. 3 and 4) show that this is impossible. Thus 
Br PSL(2,3’7 by [ 18, Sect. 11. By the choice of m, we have a 
contradiction and the proof of Lemma 5.3 is complete. 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 4, we note that G contains a standard 
subgroup of .Ktype by Proposition 2.18. Also G satisfies Hypothesis B if 
.% =K(3) and G satisfies Hypothesis 8* if -it’= Cl(Chev(3)). Then 
Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 produce a contradiction to establish Theorem 4. 
6. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3 
In this section we prove Theorems 2 and 3. 
Assume Hypothesis 0 or Hypothesis 0” and let G be a counterexample of
minimal order to the Unbalanced Group Conjecture. Thus G is unbalanced, 
F*(G) is simple and every proper section of G satisfies the Unbalanced 
Group Conjecture and the B(G)-Conjecture by Corollary 3.1.2. Also by [3 1, 
Theorem 1.21, there is an involution t of G such that H = C,(t) contains a 2- 
component L with L/O(L) z PSL(2, q) for some q = p” > 49 with p an odd 
prime integer and n a positive integer and such that C&L/O(L)) has cyclic 
Sylow 2subgroups. Hence C~(~/O(~)) also has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups. 
Let N be a proper section of G with F*(N) simple and such that some 
element of Y(N) is of <F(P)-type. Then Theorem 4 implies that 
F*(N) E 3(p) if p f 3 and F*(N) E Ci(Chev(3)~ if p = 3. Since *F(3) is a 
closed subset of Cl(Chev(3)), we conclude that F*(N) E 3( p) in any case. 
Then Theorem 1 implies that F*(G) EST{ p). This contradiction establishes 
Theorem 2. 
Next, let p, .% and G satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3. Then 
Theorem 2 implies that all sections of G satisfy the Unbalanced Group 
Conjecture. Since p(G) contains an element of F-type, Theorem 4 implies 
that F*(G) E .F and we have also established Theorem 3. 
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